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ABSTRACT

A key feature of many neurodegenerative diseases is the pathological loss of neurons that
participate in generating behavior. To mimic the neuronal degeneration procedure of a
functioning neural circuit, we designed a computer-automated system that algorithmically
detects and sequentially laser-ablates constituent neurons from a neural network with
single-cell precision while monitoring the progressive change of the network function in real
time. We applied this cell-specific cumulative lesion technique to an advantageous
experimental model, the preBdtzinger Complex (preBOtC), the mammalian respiratory
central pattern generator (CPG) that can be retained in thin slice preparations and
spontaneously generates breathing-related motor activity in vitro. As a consequence, we
sought to investigate the issue: how many neurons are necessary for generating
respiratory behavior in vitro? This question pertains to whether and how progressive cell
destruction will impair, and possibly preclude, behaviorally relevant network function. Our
ablation system identifies rhythm-generating intemeurons in the preBOtC based on
genetically encoded fluorescent protein markers or imaged Ca2+ activity patterns, stores
their physical locations in memory, and then randomly laser-ablates the neuron targets one
at a time in sequence, while continuously measuring changes to respiratory motor output
via hypoglossal (XII) nerve electrophysiologically in vitro. A critical feature of the system is
custom software package dubbed Ablator (in Python code) that detects cell targets,
controls stage translation, focuses the laser, and implements the spot-lesion protocol
automatically. Experiments are typically carried out in three steps: 1) define the domain of
lesion and initialize the system, 2) perform image acquisition and target detection
algorithms and maps populations of respiratory neurons in the bilateral volumes of the
slice, 3) determine the order of lesions and then spot-lesion target neurons sequentially
until all the targets are exhausted. Here we show that selectively and cumulatively deleting
rhythmically active inspiratory neurons that are detected via Ca2+ imaging in the preBdtC,
progressively decreases respiratory frequency and the amplitude of motor output. On
average, the deletion of 120±45 neurons stopped spontaneous respiratory rhythm, and our
data suggest ~82% of the rhythm generating neurons remain un-lesioned. Similarly,
destruction of 85±45 homeodomain transcription factor Dbxf-derived (Dbx1+) neurons,
which were hypothesized to comprise the rtiythmogenic core of the respiratory CPG in the
preBotC, precludes the respiratory motor behavior in vito as well. The fact that these two
estimates of the size of the critical rhythmogenic core in the preBotC are different can be
reconciled considering that the Ca2+ imaging method identifies ~50% inhibitory neurons,
which are found in the preBOtC but are not rhythmogenic. Dbx1+, on the other hand,
identifies only excitatory rhythmogenic neurons. Serial ablations in other medullary
respiratory regions did not affect frequency, but diminished the amplitude of motor output to
a lesser degree. These data support the hypothesis that cumulative single-cell ablations
caused a critical threshold to be crossed during lesioning, after which rhythm generation in
the respiratory network was unsustainable. Furthermore, this study provides a novel
measurement that can help quantify network properties of the preBdtC and gauge its
susceptibility to failure. Our results in turn may help explain respiratory failure in patients
with neurodegenerative diseases that cause progressive cell death in the brainstem
respiratory networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Background and Significance
I n s p ir a t io n is t h e c o r e o f b r e a t h in g . Breathing behavior in mammals is due to the

pumping movements of the diaphragm and external intercostal muscles that drive
inspiratory airflow alternating with passive expiration resulting from the contraction of
the abdominal and internal intercostal muscles. Muscles related to respiration are
controlled by cranial and upper spinal motor nerves that receive motor commands
from respiratory networks in the medulla oblongata. The pattern of motor commands
during breathing consist of inspiratory and expiratory phases, which are generated
periodically to produce ventilation. At rest, and under most physiological conditions,
expiration is mainly passive in mammals (Janczewski & Feldman 2006; Richter
1982), thus breathing is dominated by inspiratory efforts. It is advantageous to study
the respiratory behavior from an experimental perspective because reduced
preparations from the neonatal rodent brain stem are able to preserve the essential
rhythm-generating neural circuits in vitro (Smith & Feldman 1987; Smith et al. 1990;
Smith etal. 1991; Suzue 1984).
T h e p r e B o t z in g e r C o m p l e x c o n t a in s t h e in s p ir a t o r y r h y t h m o g e n ic k e r n e l .

Neural networks in the brainstem and spinal cord spontaneously generate rhythm
and pattern for breathing (Bianchi et al. 1995; Feldman & McCrimmon 2002;
Feldman et al. 1986; Feldman et al. 2003; Onimaru et al. 1997; Rekling & Feldman
1998; Richter & Spyer 2001). These networks include neurons of the dorsal
respiratory group (DRG) that participate in afferent feedback and autonomic
regulation, and neurons of a contiguous ventrolateral respiratory column (VRC),
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which is bilaterally distributed, extending from the caudal pole of the facial (VII) motor
nucleus of the hindbrain (Smith & Feldman 1987) to the phrenic (C3-C5) motor
nucleus of the cervical spinal cord. The entire VRC contributes to the coordinated
motor pattern in living animals, but there are functionally significant distinctions
among the constituent respiratory neurons and nuclei. The caudal ventrolateral
respiratory group (cVRG), as the most caudal part of the VRC, which is generally
caudal to the level of the area postrema, contains bulbospinal premotoneurons that
project to internal intercostal and abdominal respiratory motoneurons in the ventral
horn of the thoracolumbar cord to carry out expiration movements (Blessing 1997).
The rostral ventrolateral respiratory group (rVRG), at the level of the area postrema
and rostral to the cVRG, contains bulbospinal inspiratory neurons projecting to the
phrenic nucleus and to the thoracic ventral horn (Blessing 1997). At the rostral-most
portion of the VRC, ventral and ventromedial to the compact division of the nucleus
ambiguus (NA), a group of principally expiratory bulbospinal premotoneurons and
expiratory interneurons named the Botzinger complex (BotC), was hypothesized to
be the expiratory rhythm-generating kernel (Bianchi et al. 1995; Feldman &
McCrimmon

1999). Arguably the most key site from the standpoint of

rhythmogenesis is the region named the preBotzinger complex (preBotC), which is
just caudal to the BotC and rostral to the rVRG, has been proposed to contain
propriomedullary intemeurons that have specialized role in inspiratory rhythm
generation (Feldman et al. 2012): preBotC neurons are necessary for breathing in
awake intact adult rodents, as well as necessary and sufficient for breathing rhythms
in vitro (Ramirez et al. 1998; Gray et al. 2001; McKay et al. 2005; Gray et al. 1999;
Smith et al. 1991; Tan et al. 2008). When recorded in vivo or in vitro, preBotC
neurons commence spiking activity at an early stage 300-600 ms prior to inspiration
(Rekling et al. 1996; Hayes & Del Negro 2007; Guyenet & Wang 2001; Garcia et al
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2011), and then proceed to generate a collective burst that propagates to cranial and
spinal respiratory motor nuclei to drive the inspiratory phase of the breathing cycle
(Koizumi et al. 2008; Smith et al. 1990).
B r e a t h in g

c a n be s tu d ie d in v i t r o . The

preBotC can be isolated in slice

preparations that retain putatively rhythmogenic inspiratory interneurons. Under
physiological conditions, slices remain rhythmically active and inspiratory motor
activity is measurable via hypoglossal (XII) nerve output. During the fictive
inspiration, neurons in the preBotC discharge robust bursts correlated with XII motor
output. Slices have inherent limitations such as requiring an ionic or pharmacologic
‘boost’ in excitability, typically accomplished by elevating the extracellular K+
concentration, or lowering extracellular C a2+ (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011;
Ruangkittisakul et al. 2007). Moreover, slices only preserve the preBotC and lack
expiratory rhythm-generating circuits (Bianchi et al. 1995; Feldman and McCrimmon
1999) and peripheral sensory inputs. Therefore, the XII motor output pattern primarily
reflects the inspiratory rhythm (Lieske et al. 2000; Ramirez & Lieske 2003; Smith et
al. 1990). These slice preparations represent an advantageous in vitro model that
can be studied in the context of fictive inspiratory-like behavior to discover the neural
mechanisms for rhythm generation in vivo (Ramirez et al. 2002). Slice experiments
starting from 1991 (Smith et al. 1991) until now, have largely motivated critical tests
of hypotheses in vivo (Gray et al. 2001; Janczewski & Feldman 2006; Janczewski et
al. 2002; Manzke et al. 2003; McKay et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2008).
W h ic h p r e B o t C n e u r o n s a r e r h y t h m o g e n ic ? Approximately 50% of neurons in the

preBotC are glycinergic (Winter et al. 2009), yet inhibitory neurotransmission is not
obligatory for respiratory rhythm generation (Gray et al. 1999; Feldman & Smith
1989; Shao & Feldman 1997; Ren & Greer 2006). Glutamatergic neurons are known
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to be essential for rhythmogenesis (Funk et al. 1993; Greer et al. 1991; Koshiya &
Smith 1999; Wallen-Mackenzie et al. 2006), but peptidergic systems appear to be
important as well (Gray et al. 1999; Guyenet et al. 2001; Guyenet et al. 2002;
Stornetta et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2001). Neuropeptides including substance P (SP)
and somatostatin (SST) act in the preBotC to modulate respiratory frequency (Gray
et al. 1999; Tan et al. 2008; Rekling et al. 1996). Neurons that express the
neurokinin-1 receptor (NK1R), for which SP is the endogenous ligand, are found at a
high density in the preBotC and the nearby nucleus ambiguus (Gray et al. 1999;
Wang et al. 2001). NK1R+ neurons, recorded in vivo and in vitro, express
rhythmogenic membrane properties including pre-inspiratory firing patterns (Hayes &
Del Negro 2007; Guyenet & Wang 2001). SST and the SST-2a receptor (SST2aR)
are also markers that are highly expressed in the preBotC (Stornetta et al. 2003;
Gray et al. 2010). SST+ and SST2aR+ neurons in the preBotC frequently express
NKIRs too, and thus may share similar functional properties. Importantly, SST7
SST2aR+ and NK1R+ neurons are glutamatergic (Stornetta et al. 2003; Gray et al.
2010). These data suggest that peptide-sensitive glutamatergic neurons, which also
co-release SST, form the rhythmogenic kernel in the preBotC.
To test the hypothesis that peptide receptor expressing neurons comprise the
rhythmogenic kernel of the preBotC, the ribosomal toxin saporin conjugated to SP
was injected into the preBotC to produce targeted ablation of NK1R+ neurons over
several days (Gray et al. 2001; McKay et al. 2005). Freely behaving adult rats
showed a progressive diminution of breathing behavior that led to ataxic breathing,
respiratory pathology, and death. In another experiment, transient genetic silencing
of SST+ neurons in the preBotC in vivo using the K+ channel-coupled allatostatin
receptor (Tan et al. 2008) caused reversible apneas wherein the animal subjects had
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to be mechanically ventilated to prevent asphyxiation (until the effects of allatostatin
washed out).
The experiments above demonstrated the existence of an essential preBotC
core containing a subset of glutamatergic neurons that are either SST+ or NK1R+.
But questions remain: do these neuropeptide receptor-expressing neurons reflect the
same or overlapping subpopulations? Because these questions remain unanswered,
the cellular composition of the preBotC remains somewhat ambiguus.
D b x I - d e r iv e d n e u r o n s in t h e PREBOTC m a y d e f in e t h e r h y t h m o g e n ic c o r e .

Glutamatergic NK1R+ and SST+/SST2aR+ neurons in the preBotC are both derived
from the homeodomain transcription factor Dbx1, which influences brainstem and
spinal cord development (Lanuza et al. 2004; Pierani et al. 2001; Gray 2008). In the
mouse embryo, Dbx1 expression controls the fate of glutamatergic commissural
interneurons in the hindbrain, including rhythm-generating preBotC neurons (Gray et
al. 2010; Bouvier et al. 2010). Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC have been recorded in
vitro and it is now known that they are inspiratory (Gray et al. 2010; Bouvier et al.
2010). Therefore,

Dbx1+ neurons express the anatomical and physiological

properties that suggest an integral role in respiratory rhythm.
In addition, given that Dbx1 mutant mice do not generate breathing either in
vivo or in vitro (Gray et al. 2010; Bouvier et al. 2010), it is hypothesized that
inspiratory rhythm in preBotC is generated by Dbx1-derived neurons as they meet
many of the criteria for respiratory rhythm generation (Feldman & Del Negro 2006;
Garcia et al. 2011).
C h a r a c t e r iz a t io n a n d q u a n t if ic a t io n o f D b x 1 - d e r iv e d n e u r o n s in t h e p r e B o t C.

Previous studies have investigated the membrane properties implicated in rhythm
generation. However, these examinations were carried out without regard to the

genotype or transmitter phenotype of the preBotC neurons studied. Thus, an
overarching question that pertains to the cellular-level mechanisms of respiratory
rhythmogenesis still remain unsolved: do Dbx1-derived neurons comprise the
respiratory rhythmogenic core and how can we properly characterize them to
understand the cellular-synaptic mechanisms underlying rhythm generation?
Moreover, in order to establish a general model of disease with a central etiology that
leads to central respiratory failure, we also addressed the question pertaining
quantification of basic network properties: how do graded lesions of Dbx1+ neurons
impact rhythm-generating capability and how many cell ablations were required to
perturb or stop breathing? Our group addressed these two issues with two specific
research projects that were carried out in parallel. On one hand, we analyzed the
expression of the membrane properties and the morphological properties of Dbx1+
neurons in preBotC to examine how Dbx1+ neurons underline respiratory
rhythmogenesis (Picardo 2012). On the other hand, we developed an in vitro laserlesion technique to cumulatively ablate Dbx1+ neurons in a controlled sequence in
the preBotC. This approach simulates the graded neuronal destruction of networks,
which can serve as a model of neurodegenerative disease. Our studies may provide
new knowledge about the genetic and cellular underpinnings of breathing behavior in
mammals and help quantify the sustainability of the respiratory CPG when facing
progressive neuronal loss. We believe our work will be of widespread interest among
neuroscientists because it pertains to the genetic and cellular origins and the basic
network properties of a key physiological behavior.
B r o a d e r s ig n if ic a n c e : g r a d e d l e s io n s , r h y t h m o g e n e s is , a n d d is e a s e m o d e l s .

Adult rats subjected to chronic saporin lesions provide a model of respiratory failure
with a central etiology (McKay et al. 2005), which often occurs in the elderly and in
patients suffering neurodegenerative disorders such as multiple systems atrophy
6

(MSA) (Benarroch 2003; Benarroch et al. 2003) and Parkinson disease (Maria et al.
2003). However, these experiments could not measure how progressive loss of
preBotC neurons correlates with deteriorating respiratory function. Thus the cellular
mechanisms that lead to pathophysiology remain incompletely understood.
Additionally, activating allatostatin receptors in vivo transiently silences a large
fraction of the preBotC at once, which precludes studying the effects of graded
neuron removal altogether (Tan et al. 2008). While wholesale silencing and chronic
lesion experiments in vivo provided important new knowledge, both have limitations
as disease models. We propose to overcome some of these limitations, and provide
an important complement to in vivo approaches, by performing graded cell-specific
lesions in an in vitro slice model of breathing activity. Neurons in the preBotC will be
precisely identified by fluorescent markers (Dbx1-specific or rhythmic Ca2+ activity)
and then ablated in a controlled sequence. We will be able to quantify the effects on
inspiratory motor output (XII discharge) as a function of number of cells destroyed in
the preBotC.
Thus our new lesioning method may help elucidate the mechanisms
contributing to respiratory failure in diseases including, but not limited to, MSA and
Parkinsonism. This in vitro approach will also provide a model that may be broadly
applicable to understanding neonatal breathing disorders such as apnea of
prematurity, and could be readily adapted - using serotonergic neuronal markers to study sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) (Paterson et al. 2006). Our in vitro
approach will also provide basic information that may help to understand diverse
respiratory pathologies that impact sleep including central sleep apnea and
catathrenia (Vetrugno et al. 2007), i.e., nocturnal groaning among other forms of
sleep-disordered breathing (McKay et al. 2005). Neurons with low endogenous Ca2+
buffers - including XII motoneurons and neurons in the preBotC (Alheid et al. 2002)

- are susceptible to degeneration and cell death in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) (Alexianu et al. 1994). Thus, we can also provide a complementary in vitro
model of ALS in which either XII motoneurons or preBotC neurons can be selectively
ablated in graded fashion.

Objective of this Dissertation
We breathe, walk, and chew. Respiration, locomotion and ingestive behaviors all
consist of rhythmic movements formed by central pattern generator (CPG) networks
of the brainstem and spinal cord (Grillner 2006; Kiehn 2011; Garcia-Campmany et al.
2010). In addition to asking which cell types generate the behavior, we investigate
another key issue: how many cells contribute to sustaining these patterns of activity.
This question pertains to whether and how cumulative cell loss will impair, and
possibly preclude, behaviorally relevant network function. Given that previous studies
have helped to determine the cellular composition of the preBotC (Feldman & Del
Negro 2006; Smith et al. 1991; Gray et al. 2001; McKay et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2008)
but could not measure the resiliency of respiratory network function when faced with
silencing or deleting its kernel piecewise, an unresolved issue is to what extent
network function is robust in the face of cumulative cell destruction. We designed a
unique experimental approach to address three issues: 1) how many neurons are
necessary for comprising the minimal rhythmogenic core; 2) how graded lesions
impact rhythm-generating capability; and, 3) what this progression can teach us
about disease.
In the first chapter, we present an automated cell-specific lesion system that
was designed for identifying neurons within tissue slices and individually laserablating these neuron targets based on the expression of genotypic fluorescent
markers or activity patterns. This system relies on a two-photon confocal microscope

for imaging and laser control, while using a Ti:sapphire laser for localized spot
ablation of single neurons. A critical feature of this system is custom software
package we wrote in house that autonomously controls stage translation, identifies
cell targets, focuses the laser and implements the spot-lesion protocol. We sought to
test the sensitivity of respiratory behavior in vitro by serial laser ablation using the
preBotC neural circuits in mammalian respiratory CPG.
The second chapter is aimed at 1) implementing a dynamic target detection
module to automatically identify neuron targets based on imaged activity pattern,
e.g., Ca2+ imaging; 2) examining if cumulative deletion of functionally defined
rhythmically active neurons in preBotC cause significant, deleterious effects
measurable at the system level and how the destruction will impair the network
function behaviorally. Aim #1 was archived by performing a series of image
transforms and Fourier analysis to the acquired time-series Ca2+ stacks, in order to
extract extensive fluorescence fluctuations in a user defined frequency band from
acquisition. Lesioning of these precisely selected oscillatory targets reveals striking
results - on average, the deletion of 120±45 neurons stopped spontaneous
respiratory rhythm, and our data suggest ~82% of the rhythm generating neurons
remain un-lesioned.
The subsequent investigation in Chapter 3 examines the issue by applying
the same technique protocols but adopting different animal model, which allows us to
directly detect neuron targets on the basis of Dbx1 established genetic marker of the
preBotC. To test the role of Dbx1-derived neurons in respiratory rhythmogenesis,
Dbx1+ neurons are detected and ablated in the preBotC of neonatal Dbx1-EYFP
reporter (D bx1+/Cre£Rr2;Rosa26£y/:p) and

Dbx1-tdTomato

reporter (D bx1+/

cre£RT2 ;R0sa26w7bm8to) mouse pups. We designed a static target detector module to
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find the local maxima of fluorescence intensity, i.e., putative Dbx1+ fluorescent
neurons. Following this new detection strategy, sequential laser ablation is carried
out to examine how graded neuronal destruction of Dbx1+ cells in preBotC abruptly
result in loss of rhythmic motor output. As a consequence, our experimental data
suggest that the deletion of 85±45 Dbx1+ neurons in preBotC causes severe and
irreversible damage to the rhythm-generating core and ultimately leads to rhythm
cessation in vitro.
We hope the technique described in this dissertation, which have provided a
new powerful means to investigate the structure of networks to determine whether
specific elements functions as hubs of synaptic integration, may be of great value for
studying rhythmic behaviors in vitro. In addition, the data contained in this
dissertation will be the first studies that interrogate network properties of the
mammalian respiratory CPG based on a cumulative lesion approach with single-cell
precision. These results provide a novel measurement that can help quantify network
properties of the preBotC and gauge its susceptibility to failure. Furthermore, these
new discoveries may also advance our understanding of central nervous system
(CNS) related etiology of many neurodegenerative diseases.
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CHAPTER 1. Automated cell-specific laser detection and
ablation system in vitro

1.1. Introduction
Lesion tools allow neuroscientists to examine the cellular bases for behaviors and to
model neuropathology. Ideally, one removes particular neurons from a circuit via
ablation, and then measures the effect on network functionality. However, gaining
new knowledge from this type of experimental paradigm depends on three key
factors: 1) how selectively a class of neurons can be distinguished from its neighbors
and thus targeted for ablation, 2) how accurately the neurons of interest can be
ablated while minimizing damage to surrounding tissues, and 3), how sensitively
lesion effects on network output can be monitored.
Here we demonstrate a cell-specific laser detection and ablation instrument
system. It is designed for use in reduced preparations that retain behaviorally
relevant activity in vitro or in situ. An ultra-fast, long-wavelength laser is used to
detect specific neuron classes based on genetically encoded fluorescent reporter
proteins or functional criteria such as rhythmic Ca2+ activity. The three-dimensional
(3D) coordinates of cell somata are stored as a list of targets in memory. Cell targets
are drawn from the list randomly, or in any user-defined sequence, and then laserablated one at a time while monitoring network function via electrophysiology.
Network output can be measured via cranial or spinal nerve roots or via intracellular
recordings. Neurons can thus be cumulatively removed via ablation while the
functional capacity of the network is vigilantly measured in real time. Subsequent
perturbations of network output can be directly attributed to the lesioned neurons
because the tally and map of ablated neurons are tracked in real time too. Open-
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source executive software controls all the hardware and carries out the protocol.
Two-photon excitation provides confocal specificity and control of each lesion in 3D,
while causing no extraneous damage to surrounding neural tissue. This laser
detection and ablation system can be added-on to an existing two-photon laser
scanning microscope at low cost while expanding the scope of possible experiments
to include active interrogation of network functionality in living specimens via
cumulative single-cell laser ablations in vitro or in situ.

1.2. Methods

Neonatal mouse slice preparation maintained in vitro
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The College of William & Mary
approved the following protocols. We use C57BL/6 (wild type, WT) and transgenic
mice that express Cre recombinase fused to the tamoxifen-sensitive estrogen
receptor in neurons that express the transcription factor Dbx1 (Developing Brain
Homeobox-1) gene, Dbx1+/CreERT2 (Hirata et al. 2009). Dbx1+/CreERT2 mice are coupled
with floxed reporter mice with inducible expression of the red fluorescent protein
variant tdTomato Gt(ROSA)26Sor locusl (Rosa26tdTomato, Jax No. 007905) (Madisen
et al. 2010) to obtain mice in which Dbxt-derived {Dbx1*) neurons can be identified
by red fluorescence in the soma and dendrites. The Dbx1+/CreERT2 strain is bred inhouse using a CD-1 background strain. The Rosa26MTomato is maintained as a
homozygous line with C57BL/6J background. We verify animal genotype via
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers specific for Cre and tdRFP
(Transnetyx, Cordova, TN). We also use Dbx1+ILacZ mice on a C57BL/6J background
(Pierani et al. 2001) and identify heterozygous mutants using fluorescein-di-IS-dgalactopyranoside (FDG) (Gray et al. 2010).
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Neonatal mice aged postnatal days 0-3 (PO-3) are anesthetized and
dissected in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 124 NaCI, 3 KCI,
1.5 CaCb, 1 MgS04, 25 NaHC03, 0.5 NaH2P04, and 30 D-glucose, equilibrated with
95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 (pH=7.4). The neuraxis is isolated and pinned onto a paraffincoated paddle, with its rostral side up and ventral surface facing out. The paddle is
fixed into the vise of a vibrating microtome for sectioning in the transverse plane. We
cut 450-500-pm-thick slices from the medulla to prepare transverse slices that
expose the preBotC at the slice surface.

Fluorescent labeling of Dbx1* neurons
Dbx1LacZ homozygous mutants die at birth of respiratory failure (Pierani et al. 2001,
Gray et al. 2010, Bouvier et al. 2010). We crosse WT and Dbx1+/LacZ mice to obtain
viable heterozygous pups that develop normally and express the LacZ gene product
IJ-galactosidase (ftgal) during embryogenesis and neonatal development (Pierani et
al. 2001; Lanuza et al. 2004). Brainstem slices from Dbx1*/LacZ mice are incubated in
ACSF containing 1.5 mg/ml of fluorescein-di-IS-d-galactopyranoside (FDG) for 30 min
at 37° C. The LacZ gene product ISgal activates fluorescein and facilitates fluorescent
identification of Dbx1+ neurons.
We cross Dbx1+/CreERT2 mice with Rosa2&dTomato Cre-dependent reporter mice
to obtain Dbx1+/CreERT2\Rosa26tdTomat° pups. Tamoxifen administration to pregnant
female mice on the 10th day after the plug date produces fluorescent D bxV neurons
in ~50% of the offspring. Using epifluorescence microscopy with a band-pass
emission filter (546-558 nm), a dichroic mirror (560 nm), and a band-pass barrier
filter (575-640 nm), Dbx1+ neurons can be readily visualized in the preBotC and
contiguous regions of the dorsomedial medulla.
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Loading Ca2*-sensitive fluorescent dye
Slices are loaded with the Ca2+-sensitive dye Quest Fluo-8 AM (AAT Bioquest,
Sunnyvale, CA) for the purpose of fluorescent Ca2+ imaging of rhythmically active
preBotC respiratory neurons. The slices are submerged in a loading solution in 1.5
ml centrifuge tube for 1.5-2 hours in the dark at 37° C. Loading solution consisted of
90 pi of 9 mM K+ ACSF, 10 pL D-mannitol stock solution (1 M), and 5 pi of Fluo-8
stock solution (50 pg Fluo-8 dissolved in 60 or 30 pi Pluronic® F-127 20% solution in
DMSO) for a final Fluo-8 concentration of 32 or 64 pM.
After incubation in Fluo-8 AM loading solution, slices are mounted in a
recording chamber and perfused with 27°C ACSF at 4 ml/min. The external
potassium concentration ([K+]0) of the standard ACSF is raised to 9 mM and
inspiratory motor output is recorded from XII nerve roots.
Particularly for WT experiments, we typically add 5-pM picrotoxin and 5-pM
strychnine to the ACSF before the imaging acquisition to block chloride-mediated
inhibitory transmission (disinhibition) before the detection phase of the experiment.

Image acquisition
We use a fixed-stage upright laser-scanning confocal microscope (LSM 510, Carl
Zeiss Inc, Thornwood, NY) equipped with three confocal visible-wavelength lasers
and a tunable (710-920 nm) mode-locked Tnsapphire laser (Mai Tai Rad X, Spectra
Physics, Irvine, CA). The Ti:sapphire laser generates pulses of 100 femtosecond
duration (100 fs) at wavelength 800 nm. The average power of the pulsed
Tl:sapphire laser emitted at -1 W and measure ~30 mW through the objective at the
specimen plane. A 120-W metal halide lamp (EXFO Life Sciences, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada) is used for rapid screening of the tissue via epifluorescence. All
experiments employ a 20x/1.0 numerical aperture (NA) water-immersion objective.
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The LSM 510 scan head contains three internal descanned detectors, two external
non-descanned detectors used to collect fluorescent emissions, one sub-stage
descanned detector for bright-field and infrared-enhanced differential interference
contrast (IR-DIC) imaging, and a 12-bit cooled charge-coupled device camera
(Axiocam MRm, Zeiss). The Axiocam MRm is used for videomicroscopy in real time
applications, to position the slice and recording electrodes, and then to find the
rhythmically active collection of neurons corresponding to the preBotC. The
recording chamber is secured on a robotic X-Y translation stage (Siskiyou Corp.,
Grants Pass, OR), which is used to adjust the position of the slice preparation, in
particular to move the imaging plane between bilaterally distributed regions of the
preBotC. The robotics are manually controlled at the start of the experiments, and
then computer-controlled during the automated phases of the experiments (see
Detecting and lesioning neuron targets below).
Electrophysiology
Inspiratory motor rhythms are recorded from the XII nerve roots using suction
electrodes (A-M Systems, Sequim, WA) with custom-fabricated fire-polished tips
(inner diameter: 40-100 pm), a differential amplifier (gain 20k, band-pass filtered at
0.3-1 kHz, Dagan Instruments, Minneapolis, MN), and a 16-bit PowerLab 4-channel
data acquisition system (ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO). The XII motor
output is routinely well above baseline such that signal-to-noise ratio is never an
issue; detectability of the signal is guaranteed. XII output is full-wave rectified and
smoothed for display.
We perform whole-cell recordings using an EPC-10 amplifier (HEKA
Electronic, Bellmore, NY). Standard patch solution contained (in mM): 140 KGluconate, 10 NaCI, 0.5 CaCI2, 10 HEPES, 1 EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 Nas-GTP
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(pH 7.3). We add 50 pM Alexa 568 hydrazide (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) prior to use
for fluorescent identification of the recorded neurons. All electrophysiology data are
low-pass filtered at 1 kHz and digitally acquired at 10 kHz using a 16-bit A/D
converter.
Most lesion experiments are done without intracellular recordings, but this
additional form of measurement at the single-cell level can be performed in
conjunction with the detection and lesion experiment, which is in essence a systemlevel experiment.

System setup
The instrument includes a master computer that controls a Tksapphire longwavelength laser, a laser-scanning microscope with visible wavelength lasers and
non-descanned detectors, as well as a customized robotic xy translation stage with
specimen chamber. Another computer, time-synced to the master, monitors network
activity via electrophysiology (Fig. 1.1). A software package dubbed Ablator
automates the experiments, which consist of three phases. The initialization phase
defines the domain of the target area. Next, the detection phase employs two-photon
and/or confocal microscopy with image processing to map cell populations in 3D and
arrive at a final target list. Finally, the ablation phase selects the order and then
sequentially destroys (or attempts to destroy) each entry in the target list until all the
targets are exhausted. Physiological monitoring takes place continuously during the
detection and ablation phases (Fig. 1.2).

'

Ablator executive software
'

We wrote a suite of Python-language scripts that control all operations of the
lesioning experiments including microscopy, motorized xy stage translation, online
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the integrated instrument. The master computer (left)
controls the Tr.sapphire laser as well as the laser scanning microscope (LSM) and robotic
xy translation stage. The master also runs Ablator executive software to implement the
protocols. The inset in the master computer panel represents image acquisition and
analysis, scale bar shows 100 pm. The robotic translation stage holds the specimen
chamber where the inset image shows a slice preparation containing the preBotC. The
monitoring computer (right) continuously performs extracellular suction electrode and/or
patch-clamp recordings, which are standard tools to measure respiratory rhythm
generation in vitro. The inset images reflect typical voltage trajectories for a preBOtC
neuron (V m) and integrated XII nerve root (a.u.) during spontaneous breathing-related
activity in vitro. Calibration bars show 20 mV (applies to V m trace) and 1 s (applies to both
V m and XII traces). Amplifiers and the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter are shown in the
schematic too. Master and monitor computers are time synchronized.
analysis and target detection, target selection, as well as laser ablation using the
Ti:sapphire laser. We call the software Ablator, which was constructed to be modular,
which means it can potentially control additional microscopes, robotic stages, and
other devices. The Python code is GPL-compatible open source programming
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Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of the basic three-phase protocol: initialization, detection,
and ablation. Each phase is described in the Methods section. Essential information
obtained during each phase of the experiment is passed (rightward) to the subsequent
phase. Circular arrows indicate iterative steps in the detection and ablation phases.
Physiological monitoring takes place continuously during the detection and ablation
phases.
language and features relatively simple syntax that facilitates cross-platform
applicability and modularity. Ablator is available from the following website: http://
sourceforae.net/projects/ablator/.
Ablator controls xy stage movements through a MClOOOe (Siskiyou Corp.,
Grants Pass, OR) and its respective axis motors. It also controls LSM 510 imaging
protocols through the proprietary Zeiss software, sets the wavelength and strength of
the Ti:sapphire laser, and performs online image analyses via routines in a modified
version of the open-source Java software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). Because of the modularity of the Ablator software, the detection and
ablation routines can be adapted to other neurobiological applications.
Software control of the motorized xv translation stage. Ablator controls the
position of the xy stage via a custom-made circuit (Fig. 1.3) that interfaces with a
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Figure 1.3 Custom circuit to control the motorized xy translation stage. The blue dashed
line outlines the commercial Siskiyou MC1000e motorized axes controller and its critical
components (left), the AS2000 I/O dataswitch is a commercially-available D15 switch
(center), and the custom hardware components necessary for software interface to the
master computer (top-right) are wrapped in the red dashed line (right). The principal
interface to the computer is through a USB connection to the LabJack U3-LV that is
controlled through custom components of the Ablator software. The LabJack has three
expansion slots as displayed: two LJTick-RelayDrivers for switching between forward and
reverse for each axis motor, and one LJTick-DAC for controlling separate relays
(V23105A5303A201) to switch between channel A (CHA) and channel B (CHB) of each
axis motor, which allows the distance traversed of each motor to be recorded (F I06/
FI07). Note that these CHA and CHB wires must be interfaced with the normal
connections of the cables going into the axis motors and MC1000e (indicated by the
joined connections within the violet dashed circle). The LabJack U3's DAC0/DAC1
determine the speed each respective axis motor is translated, the appropriate direction
for each motor must be specified using F I0 4/F I05 and FIO2/FI03, and the settings of
FIO0/FIO1 determine which axis motor’s feedback is reported to F I0 6 /F I0 7 forming a
closed-loop. Axis motors must be used serially and not concurrently for the latter reason.

LabJack U3 LV (LabJack Corp., Lakewood, CO) data acquisition device. Ablator
controls the LabJack through its Python application-programming interface (API).
This custom circuit manipulates the Siskiyou MC1000e while also receiving feedback
on the distance traversed by the specimen stage after each command, thus forming
a closed-loop feedback system for increased accuracy of spatial positioning from the
Python scripts. A simple graphical user interface (GUI), provided with Ablator, is used
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to specify the xy sub-domain(s) of a prospective experiment during the initialization
phase, and these values are transparently used by the subsequent detection and
ablation phases of the experiments.
Software control of the laser-scanning microscope. Ablator also controls the
Zeiss LSM software to acquire images and perform laser ablations. This was
achieved by using a GUI automation library from Python called pywinauto (http://
code.aooale.com/p/pvwinauto/). This library enables scripted control of the mouse,
keyboard, and graphical components in separate software programs (i.e., the LSM
software) on Windows computers. This approach provides a mechanism for broadly
controlling proprietary devices, which may not provide easy software access for
controlling their hardware.

Detecting and lesioning neuron targets
Experiments were carried out in three steps as described above (Fig. 1.2) by Ablator
software. The following text summarizes the protocol details.
S t e p 1 : in it ia l iz a t io n p h a s e .

With the experimenter manually controlling the robotic xy translation stage and focus,
the specimen is maneuvered to situate the nucleus or region of interest in the center
of the field of view under videomicroscopy arid epifluorescence. The data-switch is in
position ‘B’ for manual control of the xy translation stage (Fig. 1.3). Ablator software
can accommodate a single uniform domain or a domain that consists of n isolated
parts. For slice preparations that generate respiratory rhythm, the experimenter uses
videomicroscopy and well-established neuroanatomical landmarks in the
ventrolateral medulla (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011) to locate one side of the preBotC.
If Ca2+-sensitive dyes are used, a 45 s time-series of Ca2+ fluorescence imaging is
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acquired from the preBotC (unilaterally) under epifluorescence, and then analyzed to
confirm that clustered fluorescent oscillations occur within the field of view. Once this
first ‘hot spot’ is determined, the data-switch is changed to position ‘A’ (computer
control of the xy translation stage) and a graphical user interface (GUI) in Ablator
software is used to store the center position for this first part of the xy domain (Fig.
A.1). After that, the GUI can be used to control the stage (from position ‘A’) to find
and define other sub-regions of the xy domain. The center position for each subdomain is similarly entered into the GUI and thus stored in memory. This process
repeats n times for an xy domain consisting of n parts. In preBotC experiments, the
xy domain bilateral.
The z-range for each part of the xy domain must also be specified. Confocal
or two-photon imaging is used to determine the z-range rather than epifluorescence
(as above), which was used to specify the xy domain boundaries. The slice is
scanned using an excitation filter, dichroic mirror, and barrier filter as appropriate
depending on the fluorophore as well as choice of excitation laser and detector
(descanned versus non-descanned). The configuration is stored in the LSM software
to be reused during the detection phase. Focus is set manually to the surface of the
slice preparation, defined as z=0 pm. The depth (z-range) is stepped in user-defined
increments, generally 10 pm. The full z-range is defined for each part of the xy
domain based on whether (and how many) fluorescent cells are detectable at depths
<100 pm. In practice the limit is generally £100 pm. Thus limiting the z-range
ensures that the automated cell-detection algorithm does not get stuck in a fruitless
search for suitable targets at slice depths where fluorescent dyes and/or longwavelength laser pulses cannot penetrate effectively. The limits of the z-range
ascertained for each part of the xy domain are entered into an Ablator configuration
file - AblatorConfiguration.py (see APPENDIX). The information regarding the xy
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domain and z-range is stored so that robotics can translate the stage to positions 1
through n automatically and over their full respective z-ranges. For our application in
preBotC, the z-range ascertained on both sides of the transverse slice is entered into
AblatorConfiguration.py in the variables POSITION_1_ZRANGE = [zi, Z2] and
POSITION_2_ZRANGE = [Z3 , Z4 ], where z indicates confocal plane depth in pm.
This information is stored in memory so that robotics can translate the stage to
position 1 and 2 automatically.
A digital-to-analog connection is established from the master computer that
runs the Ablator software to the robotic xy stage translators and microscope
controllers as indicated above. The computer that acquires electrophysiology data is
time-synced with the master computer to record real time network motor output. A
user defined

name,

usually of the form Y Y M M D D slice#lesio n#

(e.g.,

120908s1lesion1), assigns a unique experiment identification that applies to files and
directories for the experiment, which are automatically created to store the data on
the master computer.
S t e p 2 : d e t e c t io n p h a s e .

Neurons subject to the ablation protocols are detected on the basis of their static
criteria, i.e., the expression of genetically encoded fluorescent protein markers, or
dynamic criteria, i.e., patterns of rhythmic activity detectable via Ca2+ imaging.
The general algorithm for detecting targets is the same between both classes
of experiments and starts with generating an image from the raw data that broadly
captures features of the potential targets. Then, Ablator uses an iterative thresholdcrossing algorithm to generate a list of ROIs that represent these targets. Finally, the
software does post-processing validation and pruning of targets based on further
criteria that depend on whether the targets are statically or dynamically detected.
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Image processing steps are repeated bilaterally for each increment of the z-axis, and
the final map of targets is stored in memory.
Detecting cells via fluorescent reporters. Detecting targets based on static
images using fluorescent reporters is the simplest case. Ablator acquires a relatively
high-resolution (512 x 512) image at a given depth, which covers the entire field of
view (420.84 x 420.84 pm2). The choice of laser depends on the fluorescent protein.
The Ti:sapphire laser with 800-960 nm excitation wavelength is effective for detection
of GFP- and YFP-labeled cells (Wilson et al. 2007). However, for red reporters such
as tdTomato (Madisen et al. 2010), which we favor for its brightness, a 543 nm
Helium-Neon excitation laser is applied and an image is acquired via the descanned
detector. After processing the raw image through noise reduction and contrast
enhancement filters, StaticlmageAnalyzer.py (see APPENDIX) routine in Ablator
then calls the iterative threshold-crossing routine described below (see “Iterative
threshold-crossing algohthm and image processing’) to find a mask of local maxima
representing all potential targets for that focal plane. After the mask of potential
targets is determined, the post-processing step occurs (see “Post-detection pruning
of potential targets").
Detecting rhythmically active cells. Bidirectional scans of the xy domain are
performed with the Ti:sapphire laser wavelength set to 800 nm (optimal for green
Ca2+ dyes) at ~25% power. DynamicTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets.py
(see APPENDIX) in Ablator package acquires a time series of images at 4 Hz (250
ms per frame) for 1 min. Each image is 256 x 256 pixels, which covers the entire
domain 420.84 x 420.84 pm2. The stack of images is first processed by routine
DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py (see APPENDIX) through a series of filters using
ImageJ as a software library: Gaussian-Blur, Despeckle, and Remove Outliers
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operations are used to reduce noise. A temporal lag filter is applied to compute
fluorescence changes (AF=F-Fo) normalized to baseline (Fo), i.e., AF/Fo, which can
be plotted as a function of time where Fo is fluorescence measurement 4 frames (1
s) prior to the current value. The temporal lag filter emphasizes periodic fluorescence
changes that reflect synchronized respiratory cycles among preBotC cell targets.
These rhythmic criteria are specific to our application in the preBotC, but could be
similarly applied to experiments in mammalian central pattern generator model
systems such as the lumbar spinal cord circuits for locomotion as well as oral-motor
circuits in the vicinity of the trigeminal motor nucleus. The image stack is then
projected into one single planar image by calculating the standard deviation (SD) of
the fluorescence intensity at each pixel through the stack (Fig. 1.4A). From the SD
image, a binary mask of local maxima is created by the iterative threshold-crossing
algorithm described in the next subsection (Fig. 1.4B).

Figure 1.4 Planar images pertaining to a Ca2+ acquisition stack. (A) Analyzed image
shows standard deviation (SD) of fluorescence changes (AF) for a 1-min Ca2+ imaging
time series. Full frame represents 420.84 x 420.84 pm field centered on the preBotC.
Scale bar shows 100 pm. (B) The mask of all potential targets where all ROIs are
preliminary, i.e., based solely on SD, and not yet evaluated by frequency or threshold
tests (see Fig. 1.7D-E). (C) Validated (red) and rejected (blue) cell targets after analyses.
Iterative threshold-crossing algorithm and image processing. Given an image
that captures features of potential targets (obtained via a higher-resolution image of
fluorescent protein reporter expression or Ca2+ imaging), the software uses the
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‘Analyze Particles’ routine in ImageJ to select ROIs. The software detects particles
using a pixel intensity threshold. It starts with a high value (near the maximum) and
iteratively drops the threshold while accumulating particles {i.e., target ROIs) within a
certain range of areas specified within the Ablator configuration. At first, with a high
threshold, few local maxima are detected and the mask is small and sparse with
ROIs. The routine then lowers the threshold by a user-defined increment and re
analyzes the image. As threshold decreases in steps, more ROIs become
detectable. These newly detected ROIs are added to the mask, which expands the
list of potential targets. The threshold is decreased incrementally over a number of
partitions determined by the quotient of 4096 values of fluorescence intensity (for a
12-bit image) divided by the user-defined increment (above). As the detection
process continues and threshold decreases incrementally, the smaller ROIs from
prior iterations - which are fully contained in larger ROIs from the current iteration are discarded, and the new larger ROIs are retained. Conversely, if a newly detected
ROI at the current iteration envelopes two or more ROIs from a prior iteration, then
the newly detected ‘superset’ ROI is discarded and the multiple ROIs from the earlier
iteration are retained. Thus the system avoids spuriously conflating two (or more)
cells into a single target. After looping through all the partitions, the remaining set of
ROIs is saved as the mask of potential target neurons for that focal plane (Fig.

1.4B).
As part of the threshold-crossing algorithm, Ablator preferentially selects
ROIs based on their level of circulatory. The software computes circularity score (C)
according to the formula C = 4tt( a / p2 ), where a is the area and p is the perimeter
of an ROI. Area a and perimeter p are computed by ImageJ as part of the ‘Analyze
Particles’ routine. C ranges from 0 to 1. Scores approaching 0 indicate an
increasingly elongated polygon. C~1 indicates a perfect circle. If C falls below a user33

specified cut-off, the ROI is rejected from the potential target list. The appropriate C
score depends on the characteristic morphology of the neurons of interest, and
needs to be determined empirically on a case-by-case basis. In the preBotC, ROIs
that indicate valid cell targets pass the circularity test with the default range [0.5, 1]
when detected via Ca2+-imaging and [0.75, 1] for genetically encoded fluorescent
reporters. We apply more stringent circularity criteria for static targets because of the
ability of tdTomato to label cell bodies and neuropil (Madisen et al. 2010).
When using fluorescent reporters to identify cell targets, circularity is
particularly useful in biasing target detection to somata rather than neuropil or autofluorescent detritus (Fig. 1.5A i ,A2). Rejecting an isolated dendrite segment (e.g.,
Fig. 1.5Bi ,B2) avoids protracted lesion attempts during the ablation phase of the

c ,2

2

Figure 1.5 Detecting cell targets via fluorescent reporters. Images in Ai, Bi, Ci and C i’
show preBotC neurons from Dbx1CreERT2;Rosa26tdTomato mice, in which Dbxt-derived
neurons express tdTomato. Masks A 2 , B 2 , C 2 and C 2 ’ show ROIs obtained by analyzing
the corresponding images above. Red ROIs are deemed valid targets by the circularity
test; blue ROIs are rejected. Circularity analyses differentiate somata from autofluorescent detritus (A 1 A 2) as well as isolated pieces of dendrites (Bi,B 2 ). Non-somatic
auto-fluorescence and isolated parts of dendrite are not valid targets, and thus are
rejected. Circularity analysis furthermore rejects ROIs that include the soma plus an
adjacent dendritic segment. A contiguous soma-dendrite ROI (Ci, C 2 blue ROI *) is
rejected in the -70 pm focal plane, but the same cell is validated by circularity analysis at
-60 pm (C i’, C 2 ’ red ROI *). In Ci,C 2 , the red ROI ** is validated at -70 pm, but then is
rejected by the priority rule at -60 pm (C i’,C2 ’ unfilled blue ROI **). Rejected neuropil is
also visible at -60 pm (C2 ’ blue ROI).
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experiment, which are problematic because the dendrite and its soma are redundant
targets and attempting to laser-ablate the dendrite is more likely to sever the process
(Kole 2011) rather than kill the neuron. Furthermore, circularity analysis can
differentiate a target cell that is visible with a contiguous dendritic segment from the
same cell in an adjacent plane where the dendrite is not visible. The neuron in (Fig.
1.5Ci arrowhead) produces an ROI in the mask that fails the circularity test (Fig.
1.5C2 * blue ROI). Nonetheless, the same cell is detectable in an adjacent focal
plane (Fig. 1.5C i\ arrowhead) where its corresponding ROI does not include the
dendrite and the cell passes the circularity test (Fig. I . 5 C 2 ’, * red ROI). Less
stringent circularity criteria are, in practice, optimal for cell targets detected by Ca2+imaging because detritus and non-oscillating targets are filtered out in the post
detection pruning step that relies on Fourier analysis (below).
Post-Detection Pruning of Potential Targets. For detecting static targets, the
final step of processing (the priority rule) eliminates redundant targets from adjacent
focal planes. A cell that is detected in more than one plane may pass the circularity
test in more than one plane too. Overlaying ROIs within four consecutive focal
planes are parsed such that the ROI from the earliest acquisition is retained and all
others are deleted. Fig. 1.6A-D shows four adjacent focal planes and their
corresponding masks. ROI 1 is detected at -80, -70, and -60 pm, yet is accepted as
a valid target only at -80 pm. ROI 7 is first detected at -70 pm but fails the circularity
test (Fig. I . 6 B2 ), and then subsequently passes and is validated at -60 pm (Fig.

I . 6 C2). By the priority rule, ROI 7 is ignored at -50 pm (Fig. I . 6 D2 ). As mentioned
above, the cut-off for the circularity score can be adjusted to accept non-circular
shapes according to a graded scale (e.g., for neurons that have pyramidal or
fusiform somata).
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Figure 1.6 The priority rule in target cell detection. (A 1-D 1 ) Images of Dftx7-derived
neurons in four adjacent focal planes. ROIs are detected in more than one focal plane.
(A 2-D 2 ) Masks of targets from A 1 -D 1 . The ROI from the deepest focal plane to pass the
circularity test is validated and any subsequent overlaying ROIs (that may also pass the
circularity test) are rejected. Red ROIs are validated and blue ROIs rejected by the
priority rule. Unfilled ROIs (blue outline) are rejected by the circularity test. Scale bar
shows 20 pm.

For detecting rhythmically active targets, ablator evaluates each ROI
identified by Ca2+ imaging based on dynamic fluorescence changes from the time
series (Fig. 1.7Bi-s). This subsequent layer of analysis, frequency domain analysis,
unambiguously evaluates rhythmicity in putative inspiratory neurons. Ablator calls
‘Plot Z Axis Profile’ function in ImageJ to plot fluorescence changes AF/Fo for each
ROI, and then scripted routines in DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py calculate a relative
power spectrum density graph from each profile plot using Fourier analysis. The
software searches for significant power at frequencies in the range of 0.15-0.5 Hz,
which is typical for respiratory rhythm in slice preparations (Feldman et al. 2012;
Smith et al. 1991; Smith et al. 1990). This range of frequencies is arbitrary and can
be modified by the experimenter in setup settings routine AblatorConfiguration.py.
A score is then evaluated based on the maximum peak power in the specified
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Figure 1.7 Detecting cell targets via Ca2+ imaging. (A1 -3 ) Analyzed image A 1 shows
standard deviation (SD) of fluorescence changes (AF) for a 1-min Ca2+ imaging time
series. Scale bar shows 20 pm. A 2 shows the mask of all potential targets from A 1 ;
unevaluated ROIs are grey. A 3 shows the mask of validated (red) and rejected (blue)
targets. (Bi-s) Raw AF activity is displayed for ROIs 47, 83, 106, 115, and 116 from A 1 .
Scale bar shows 20 s. (C 1-5 ) The frequency test analyzes power spectra computed from
the time series in Bi-s, showing peak power as a function of characteristic frequency.
Frequency band for respiratory rhythm in vitro (0.15-0.5 Hz) is shown in gray. (D 1-5 ) The
threshold test counts the peaks in the normalized AF time series that cross a userdefined level (dashed red line); scale bar shows 20 s. ROIs 106, 115, and 116 are
deemed valid targets because each crosses the threshold five or more times per min.
ROI 47 shows a large amplitude AF signal (B 1 ) with 5 threshold crossings (D 1 ), but its
dominant frequency is <0.15 Hz so it is rejected (but displayed for pedagogical
purposes). ROI 83 is rhythmically active in the expected frequency range (C 2 ) but fails
the threshold test and thus is deemed too weak, and is rejected.
frequency range. ROIs that score at least 50 (arbitrary units) are accepted and pass
to the next level of evaluation. The remaining ROIs that score <50 a.u. are
discarded. The cut-off (50 a.u. in the present study) is adjustable and was empirically
determined for application to the preBotC. Figure 1.7Ci-s show power spectra for
ROIs 47, 83, 106, 115, and 116. Peak power exceeds 50 a.u. in all cases, but ROI 47
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is rejected because the peak frequency is lower than 0.15 Hz. The range of
frequencies (here 0.15-0.5 Hz) is arbitrary and can be modified by the experimenter
for alternative applications.
The last layer of analysis for ROIs detected via Ca2+ imaging is the peak
count analysis. In this process, DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py measures amplitude of
AF/Fo fluorescence peaks during the 1-min imaging bout for each ROI, then
compares the peak amplitude values to a pre-adjusted amplitude threshold (pre
entered in setup settings routine AblatorConfiguration.py, also see APPENDIX for
how to obtain the value for amplitude threshold) and counts the peaks that exceed
the amplitude threshold. If the number of peaks exceeds the peak count threshold (5
in the present study, i.e. 5/min), then the ROI is deemed a legitimate respiratory
neuron, i.e., a valid target (Fig, 1.7Di-e). Post-processing analysis is repeated for
every ROI on the potential target list, to acquire cell targets with sufficiently high
amplitude oscillations in the appropriate frequency range.
The software thus arrives at a final array of cell targets, in which many of the
original ROIs have been rejected (Fig. 1.4C.1.7A3). The criteria above are arbitrary
parameters that can be modified to accommodate different experimental
applications; the preBotC is just one model system. The nature and age of the tissue
specimen, laser strength, choice of indicator dye, and other factors can influence the
amplitude and frequency of network oscillations so Ablator is adjustable.
To corroborate the quality of automated dynamic target detection routine we
performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from cell targets that passed the
analyses of AF/Fo activity (Fig. 1.8), which all showed robust respiratory activity
(n=3).
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Figure 1.8 Whole-cell recording from the preBotC neuron that was first identified as ROI
106 in Fig. 1.7 (see panels Ai ,B3,C3,D3). (A) SD Image showing Ca2+ fluorescence with
superimposed ROI labels. Scale bar shows 20 pm. (B) Same neuron as A filled with
Alexa 568 through the patch pipette. (C) Merged image from A and B. (D) AF/Fo from
ROI 106 displayed with XII output. Vertical calibration reflects 10% AF/Fo. Time
calibration bar shows 5 s. (E) Intracellular recording (whole-cell) plotted with XII output.
Voltage calibration shows 20 mV, time calibration shows 1 s.
S t e p 3 : a b l a t io n p h a s e .

Order of target selection. Target selection is random by default, drawn from the 3D
volume of detected neurons (or glia), but any criterion can be used. For example,
targets can be preferentially selected based on proximity to the centroid of the
collection of targets. Depending on the experimental preparation, centroid selections
may be drawn from one continuous volume or from any one of n sub-domains.
Targets can also be preferentially drawn based on magnitude of the fluorescent
signal so that the most rhythmically active, or brightest cells are ablated first.
Arbitrary sequences are also acceptable; the user just uploads a text document that
specifies the order.
When the xy domain consists of two or more sub-domains, a specified
number of target selections may be made within a sub-domain before moving to
another; the default is one. The strategy of left-right alternation will be relevant to a
variety of slice models cut in the transverse or frontal planes, which preserve bilateral
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symmetry. The respiratory circuits including the preBotC are a useful example of
such a system from the brainstem. In practice, an alternation strategy would apply to
any bilaterally distributed network or any domain with n sub-regions.

It is

advantageous to batch-lesion 50 or 100 targets per side before alternating. This
minimizes long-distance translations of the xy specimen stage, which due to
mechanical lash, can cause disparity between the internally stored map of targets
and their actual locations. More significantly, translations also increase the time
between lesions dramatically.
Laser ablation. The Ti:sapphire laser is tuned to 800 nm, focused on the target ROI
in a planar scan mode but with maximum optical zoom (10.52 pm x 10.52 pm
region), and then scanned at maximum intensity through a narrow band of
wavelengths (560-615 nm) until the software deems it vaporized. Ablatorlltils.py
(see APPENDIX) confirms the lesion by analyzing the image acquired during the fullintensity scan. Emission within this range detects light scattering due to vaporized
tissue (i.e., a cavity in the tissue now filled with water vapor), while excluding green
dyes (e.g., fluorescein, Fluo-8 AM, etc...) as well as infrared wavelength reflections
from the laser (Fig. 1.9A). Ablatorlltils.py measures the brightness (maximum gray
value) of water vapor autofluorescence at the target location. Maximum gray value
can take any value from 0 to 4095 for a 12-bit image. The threshold to pass this
maximum-gray-value test is for any pixel to exceed 2000, which is an adjustable
setting defined by the user in AblatorConfiguration.py. We find empirically that
2000 is a good default setting; in successful lesions 5-40% of all pixels pass the test.
In failed lesions 0 pixels pass this threshold; the maximum gray value generally
measures less than 500 in failed lesions. Therefore, the criteria that distinguish
successful and failed lesions are distinct and false positives (i.e., false lesion
confirmations) are unlikely.
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Figure 1.9 Laser ablation and confirmation. (A) Image acquired in the band 560-615 nm
during maximum-intensity spot scanning for cell destruction. Scale bar shows 2 pm. (B 1-2 )
Images of Fluo-8 AM-labeled preBOtC neurons before (B1 ) and after (B 2 ) a single-cell
laser ablation. The target cell (arrowhead) is visible pre-lesion but not in the post-lesion
image. Neighboring (un-lesioned) cells are present in both images. Scale bar showing 10
pm applies to all images in B-D. (C,Di-b) Infrared-enhanced differential interference
contrast images of the target cell (white box) prior to (C), and after (Di-s) laser lesion.
Arrowhead in C matches B as a reference for target cell position. The focal plane (C) is
normalized to z=0 pm for relative comparisons with panels Di-s, which show 5-pm
increments above and below the target cell.
Nevertheless, un-lesioned tdTomato-labeled cell targets should be detectable
in the band 560-615 nm too, which would m ake lesion confirmation with tdTomato
reporters untenable. However, in practice, 800-nm laser pulses are not optimal for
tdTomato excitation, so the fluorophore does not emit significantly during lesion
attempts.

Moreover,

choosing

a sufficiently high threshold

ensures that only

vaporized cell targets - and not a small degree of fluorescence from un-lesioned
tdTomato-labeled cells - result in lesion confirmation.

Ablated cell targets vanish from the fluorescence images, providing an
intuitive form of confirmation

(Fig. I . 9 B1.2). Differential interference contrast imaging
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shows that in successful lesions, a pockmark replaces the original cell image (Fig.
1.9C.D3). The cavity resulting from the lesion is limited to the borders of the cell and
occupies less than 10 pm in the z-axis, demonstrating that the volume of damage is
limited to the target ROI (Fig. 1.9Di-6). Confirmed lesions are added to the tally. In
the case of a failure to confirm a lesion, the target selection algorithm does not
advance and another attempt is made to lesion the ROI. The scanning speed is
decreased by one (initial scanning speed is five in LSM software, i.e., 1.95 s,
reducing the scanning speed by one in LSM software indicates the scanning time is
approximately doubled) to increase the likelihood of lesioning the target. If the lesion
is now confirmed, the system moves on to select a new target. If not, a third attempt
to lesion the target is initiated. The scanning speed in the third attempt is further
decreased beyond the second attempt. The lesion attempts can be repeated a userdefined number of times before the ROI is finally deemed a failed lesion. For
applications to the preBotC, the default maximum number of attempts was set to
three. In practice, increasing the number of lesion attempts increases the percentage
of successful lesions per number of detected targets. However, since the duration of
the scan increase geometrically with each lesion attempt, the exhaustive approach to
each lesion, which can involve five (or more) attempts per target ROI, can be
prohibitively time-consuming.
Failed lesions do not contribute to the tally and their ROIs are removed from
the list of targets to avoid re-selection for the remainder of the experiment. The
software writes a log file that documents the progress of the experiment and lists all
lesions by index number and time of confirmation of ablation. Therefore, the status of
network activity and the XII rhythm can be explicitly tracked in time with lesion tally.
Therefore, network function can be explicitly tracked in real time with lesion tally. The
software images the full field of targets after a user-defined number of lesions, which
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is g e n e ra lly

set to a d efau lt of ten

in the

setup

settings

routine

AblatorConfiguration.py. Selection and ablation are repeated iteratively until all
targets are exhausted (Fig. 1.2). Alternatively, the experimenter can simply terminate
the program at any time.

1.3. Results
Figure 1.1 OA illustrates a typical 400-pm-thick slice in which green-shaded regions
indicate the xy domain of the preBotC and a z-axis depth of 80 pm, which is typical
for experiments that employ Ca2+ indicator dye in the preBotC (Hayes et al. 2012;
Ruangkittisakul et al. 2009). The slice also retains oligosynaptic premotor circuits
and hypoglossal (XII) motor neurons (Koizumi et al. 2008). Respiratory motor output
is measured via the XII cranial nerve rootlets (Fig. 1.10A). The xy domain is stored in
memory so that the robotics can position the specimen appropriately during the
detection and ablation phases.
The general strategy for target detection is to acquire and analyze images of
an xy domain at focal planes separated by 10-pm increments in the z-axis (Fig.
1.10A). For Ca2+-imaging experiments, the system acquires time-series images. The
stack is projected into one plane by calculating the standard deviation of the
fluorescence intensity at each pixel through the stack (Fig. 1.4A,1.7Ai). Regions of
interest (ROIs) with large fluorescence changes stand out (e.g., 47, 83, 106, 115,
116, Fig. 1.7Ai), which is used to produce a mask of potential targets (Fig. 1.4B,
I . 7 A 2). Ablator finds local maxima via the iterative threshold-crossing routine (see
Methods) and defines them as ROIs. Each ROI is then further analyzed through the
frequency domain test (Fig. 1.7Bi-5,Ci-6) and amplitude threshold test (Fig. 1.7Di-e),
only ROIs pass both tests are accepted as bona fide respiratory neurons (Fig. 1.4C,

U A 3). Thus, Ablator identifies cell targets with sufficiently high amplitude oscillations
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Figure 1.10 Automated cell target detection and ablation in the preBotC. (A) Rhythmically
active slice preparation containing the preBotC as well as premotor neurons and XII
motoneurons. Spontaneous breathing-related motor output is measurable via suction
electrode recordings from the XII nerve root. Scale bar shows 1 s. Green boxes
demarcate the bilaterally distributed xy domain of the preBotC. Image stacks (middle)
show 1-min acquisitions using Ca2+ indicator dye over the domain of the right half of the
preBOtC. Each time series is repeated in 10-pm increments from the surface of the tissue
to a final depth of 80 pm in the z-axis. The 3D map (right) shows all validated cell targets
for the right half of the preBOtC. Validated cell targets are colored red, as also shown in a
single focal plane in Fig. 1.4C.1.7A3. (B) Serial destruction of preBotC neurons detected
via Ca2+ imaging. The abscissa is a timeline; its scale bar shows 5 min. The last 2 min of
XII motor output are highlighted by a grey box and then expanded above (scale bar
shows 10 s). In the main display and the inset, the ordinate plots XII amplitude (a.u.).
Numbered ticks (bottom) represent the tally of single-cell ablations; each lesion was
confirmed according to criteria shown in Fig. 1.9. (C) Serial destruction of Dbx1+ neurons
detected via reporter expression in Dbx1LacZ knock-in mice. Display conventions match
panel B except for scale bars, which represent 2 min in the main display and 3 s in the
inset (above). For B and C the recording trace is no longer displayed after 12 min of XII
quiescence, although the XII output was monitored for 30-60 additional min to verify
rhythm cessation.
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in the appropriate frequency range.
Cells that express genetically encoded reporters (e.g., GFP, YFP, tdTomato)
can also be automatically detected. Ablator acquires a higher-resolution image and
then calls the iterative threshold-crossing routine to find ROIs that represent all
potential targets for the focal plane. Then the circularity test is applied to distinguish
cell bodies from auto-fluorescent debris (Fig. I . 5 A1-2) and isolated segments of
dendrites whose somata are detected in an adjacent plane and retained as a valid
target (Fig. 1.5Bi-2,Ci-2,Ci,,C2’)- A priority rule applied in the final stage eliminates
redundant targets from adjacent planes. If two or more overlaying ROIs pass the
circularity test, then the ROI from the earliest acquisition is retained and all others
are rejected (Fig. 1.5C2.C2’, Fig. 1.6).
Every ROI in the xy domain, throughout the z-axis, is analyzed and the final
target list is passed to the ablation phase, which begins as individual targets are
drawn from the 3D volume (Fig. 1.10A). Selection is random by default and left-right
alternation applies to preparations that preserve bilateral symmetry. The Ti:sapphire
laser, tuned to 800 nm, is focused on one target. Maximum intensity scanning over a
110-pm2 spot centered on the ROI is performed while acquiring an image with a
560-615 nm band-pass filter. Confirmation of ablation is obtained by applying a
threshold-crossing algorithm to analyze the image in this range of wavelengths,
which detects presumed water vapor in the cell cavity, while excluding green
emissions of Ca2+-indicator dyes or YFP, as well as infrared reflections of the longwavelength laser (Fig. 1.9). Following lesion confirmation, Ablator chooses a new
target and re-starts the lesion process, which is repeated in a loop until all the targets
are exhausted (Fig. 1.2).
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We routinely detect up to hundreds of targets per experiment in the preBotC.
Because laser ablation and confirmation requires 2-16 s per cell, the entire target list
can be exhausted in <1 hr. The preBotC reliably generates robust motor output at
~0.2 Hz in slices for many hours (Feldman et al. 2012; Smith et al. 1991;
Ruangkittisakul et al. 2006). The straightforward result of cumulative cell-specific
laser ablations is that respiratory frequency and motor output both decline, and
ultimately rhythm stops altogether. This fundamental result is obtained whether cell
targets are detected via Ca2+ imaging (Fig. 1.1 OB) or via fluorescent reporters (Fig.
1.10C). Cumulative single-cell ablations ostensibly disassemble the rhythmogenic
core of the preBotC, which is evident by the degradation of network activity (Fig.
1.10B,C, Hayes etal. 2012).

1.4. Discussion
Lesion techniques can interrogate the cellular bases of network function and
dysfunction. The usefulness of any lesion method depends on three key factors:
selectivity, accuracy, and monitoring sensitivity. Ideally, one differentiates a class of
neurons from its neighbors and then selectively targets its constituents for ablation,
while minimizing collateral damage. Finally, one monitors the effect of each lesion on
network output so that the level of functionality, or loss of function, can be directly
attributed to the corresponding set of deleted cell targets.
Conventional lesion techniques suffer limitations in one or more categories
above. Electrolytic and excitotoxic lesions are crude techniques, seldom used, that
lack anatomical precision and damage cells and axons of passage in the target area.
Transgenic and knockout mouse models have been generated that can eliminate,
silence, or poison specific cell classes. Limiting these effects to localized neural
populations, however, has proven extremely difficult except in rare cases (Ray et al.
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2011). Viral transfection methods offer the specificity of destroying or transiently
silencing particular cell types, and can be injected into specific nuclei, but like
transgenic and knockout approaches, cell classes are removed wholesale rather
than piecewise (Lechner et al. 2002; Tan et al. 2008), which precludes tracking the
behavioral consequences in parallel with the extent of the lesion.
In our approach, cell targets are vetted by well-defined criteria codified as
static target detection (Figs. 1.5,1.6) and dynamic target detection (Fig. 1.7) routines
in Ablator software (see Methods). If fluorescent reporter protein expression is too
low, or the signal-to-noise ratio of Ca2+ imaging is insufficient, then the system may
overlook valid targets. Additionally, for static targets, circles are judged to be better
targets than elongated polygons. This criterion will not be universally applicable, so
the cut-off for the circularity score can be adjusted to accept non-circular shapes
according to a graded scale. Importantly, the algorithm (open-source Python code)
can be user-modified to optimize the selection of any quantifiable feature of
morphology. Rhythmic frequency is the signature feature of dynamic target detection,
which applies to central pattern generator networks, but may not be appropriate for
non-rhythmogenic systems. Nevertheless, the dynamic target detection algorithm
can be modified to detect any measurable feature in a time series (e.g., latency, peak
response time, etc.). Ca2+ imaging experiments in the preBotC assume that rhythmic
fluorescence changes reflect neuronal activity (Frermann et al. 1999; Ballanyi &
Ruangkittisakul 2009; Bobocea et al. 2010; Koshiya & Smith 1999). However, an
important caveat is that rhythmicity may not always differentiate neurons from glia,
as is the case in the preBotC where rhythmogenic neurons and astrocytes may
oscillate with commensurate frequency (Okada et al. 2012). In some cases the
software may detect astrocytes rather than neurons. Nevertheless, whole-cell
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recordings demonstrate that fast Ca2+ transients identify respiratory neurons in the
majority of cases (Del Negro et al. 2011).
With the increasing availability of mouse models featuring cell-specific
expression of Cre recombinase and bright Cre-dependent reporters, it is realistic to
detect the target class of neurons in more than one way. For example, rhythmgenerating preBotC neurons can be detected in Dbx1CreERT2 mice coupled with
EYFP or tdTomato reporters, as well as rhythmic Ca2* transients in register with XII
output.
For lesion accuracy, the present approach requires that the map of targets
exactly captures the physical cell locations, however, these two factors can become
progressively uncorrelated during an experiment. A mismatch between the map of
targets and the actual target positions results from mechanical lash in the translation
stage, or because of tissue deformation over time. In either case, the disparity
between the map and actual target locations must be rectified by stopping the
ablation phase and restarting the acquisition phase (Fig. 1.2). An error of this type
can be avoided by: 1) minimizing the number of xy translations during an experiment,
and 2) providing 30-60 min of 'settling in’ time in which the preparation resides, with
perfusion, in the specimen chamber, before starting the detection phase of the
experiment.
Ablations are produced by two-photon excitation, which depends on photon
density squared and confines excitation to an ellipsoid volume at the focal point
where two (or more) coincident low-energy photons converge. Long-wavelength
single photons outside the focal point do not damage the tissue (Rubart 2004; So
2002; Svoboda & Yasuda 2006). Thus, cell targets can be vaporized while
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neighboring neurons, glia, and axons of passage remain unharmed (Hayes et al.

2012).
The most significant limitation with respect to selectivity and accuracy
pertains to laser pulses in tissue at depth. Ti:sapphire lasers can penetrate up to 900
pm in mouse tissue (Svoboda & Yasuda 2006). However, in our experience 32 mW
pulses (measured through the objective at the specimen stage from 800 nm,
maximum intensity excitation) are rarely effective for detection and ablation deeper
than 100 pm. We routinely limit the depth to 80 pm because the inherent limitations
can cause too many false negatives in the detection phase and in the ablation phase
too many failed lesions at depths exceeding 80 pm.
With regard to monitoring sensitivity, a particular advantage of the present
method is its ability to continuously measure network output while performing laser
ablations in random or user-defined sequences. This advantage is not entirely new.
Cell-specific laser lesions can be performed in sequence with physiological
monitoring in larval zebrafish and C. elegans, where individual neurons are handtargeted by an experimenter with prior knowledge of the system and its
neuroanatomy (Bargmann & Avery 1995; Eklof-Ljunggren et al. 2012; Liu et al.
1999). However, our approach is practical for mammalian models where the
organism is not transparent, cell targets are more abundant, and aside from general
neuroanatomical guidelines, the specific map of targets is unknown beforehand. The
present method does not require a priori knowledge of target cell locations; the map
of targets is generated online during the experiment.
The present laser detection and ablation system can address the structurefunction relationship of a neural circuit and may provide a model of
neurodegenerative disease. Neurodegeneration in vivo takes place on various time
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scales from hours to weeks, months, or years (depending on disease type and its
etiology) and may involve long-term pathological changes to cells and their
connectivity. In contrast, the present method is limited to abbreviated time window on
the order of minutes to hours (depending on the number of cell targets and the
normal viability of the preparation), which precludes many forms of plasticity and
compensatory changes in the network structure. Therefore, the present approach
could allow investigators to isolate the effects of progressive neuronal death in a
simple in vitro (or in situ) model of a disease, which could be a useful complement to
in vivo animal models of neurodegenerative disorders.
The integrated instrument system we present is economically feasible. It
consists of executive software in the public domain that harnesses a Ti:sapphire
laser, laser-scanning microscope, and electrophysiology instruments. These tools
are widely available in universities, research institutes, and medical schools where
neuroscience is a key research focus. Given a well-equipped core facility, the
present technique can be implemented cost effectively by acquiring or fabricating a
robotic translation stage. Moreover, implementing the present technique does not
irreversibly modify an existing imaging setup. If Ablator software is offline,
conventional imaging applications are not affected and the robotic translation stage
can be controlled manually.
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CHAPTER 2. Cumulative lesioning of functionally identified
respiratory interneurons disrupts and precludes motor
rhythms in v itro

2.1. Introduction
CPG networks produce coordinated motor patterns that underlie behaviors such as
breathing, locomotion, and chewing (Grillner 2006; Kiehn 2011). A key issue is not
just which cell types generate these patterns of activity, but how many? This question
pertains to whether and how cumulative cell loss will impair, and possibly preclude,
behaviorally relevant network function.
Breathing consists of inspiratory and expiratory phases and preBotC
putatively contains the respiratory CPG (Feldman & Del Negro 2006; Smith et al.
1991). Over several days in vivo, saporin-mediated destruction of preBotC neurons
that express neurokinin-1 receptors (NKIRs) causes sleep-disordered breathing and
fatal respiratory pathology (Gray et al. 2001; Mckay et al. 2005). Similarly, acute cellsilencing of a subset of the same NK1R-expressing population of preBotC neurons
stops spontaneous breathing in awake adult rats (Tan et al. 2008). These studies
helped to determine the cellular composition of the preBotC and confirmed that it
was essential for breathing in an otherwise intact animal, but could not measure the
resiliency of the preBotC when faced with silencing or deleting its core piecewise.
We examined this issue using slice preparations that capture the preBotC
and spontaneously generate fictive breathing-related activity in vitro. These slices
contain rhythm-generating interneurons, premotor neurons, as well as motoneurons
and motor-nerves (Janczewski & Feldman 2006). The rhythmogenic core can be
exposed at the slice surface (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011). We applied the lesion
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system described in Chapter 1 to the perinatal mouse preBotC to test the hypothesis
that piecewise destruction of the CPG core would cause graded loss of motor activity
up to rhythm cessation. We surmised that this would occur principally via changes in
cycle period. However, we observed two main effects. The cumulative deletion of
preBotC intemeurons diminished the amplitude of respiratory motor output and
caused an increase in the cycle period that led inexorably to rhythm cessation. This
suggests that the preBotC neurons coordinate both the periodicity as well as the
strength of drive to premotor circuits. Our measurements provide an upper limit for
tolerance to cell destruction in a mammalian CPG that serves a key physiological
function.

2.2. Methods
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The College of William & Mary
approved these protocols. Neonatal mice aged postnatal days 0-3 (PO-3) were
anesthetized and dissected in ACSF containing (in mM): 124 NaCI, 3 KCI, 1.5 CaCb,
1 MgS04, 25 NaHC03, 0.5 NaH2P04, and 30 D-glucose, equilibrated with 95% O2
and 5% CO 2 (pH=7.4). Transverse slice preparations (450-500 pm) containing the
preBotC were loaded with 36 pM Quest Fluo-8 AM (AAT Bioquest, Sunnyvale, CA)
and perfused with 27°C ACSF at 4 ml/min. The external K+ concentration in the
ACSF was raised to 9 mM and inspiratory motor output was recorded from XII nerve
roots. Picrotoxin and strychnine (5 pM) were added to the ACSF prior to the start of
the experiments. Imaging and ablations were performed using a laser-scanning
microscope (Zeiss LSM 510, Thornwood, NY) and a Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra
Physics, Irvine, CA).
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We cut 450-500-Mm-thick slices from the medulla and
cutting

implemented two

strategies to prepare transverse slices that both retain the preBotC and

expose inspiratory-modulated neurons at the slice surface.
The geometry of the first slice type exposed the preBotC at its rostralface
(i.e.,

a preBotC-surface slice, Fig. 2.1). In these slices, the rostral boundarywas
1.0

0.5

0

-0.5

reference atlas /

-1.0

\

-1.5 mm

reference atlas

preBotC-surface slice

wpreBotC

Figure 2.1 Anatomy of slices that retain the preBOtC. Para-sagittal view (top) shows
nuclei that comprise the ventral respiratory column (VRC): BOtzinger complex (BOtC),
preBOtzinger complex (preBotC), rostral and caudal ventral respiratory group (rVRG and
cVRG), facial nucleus (VII), and the parafacial respiratory group (pFRG). Also shown are
the compact, semi-compact, and external (loose) formations of the nucleus ambiguus
(cNA, scNA, and eNA). The hypoglossal nucleus (XII) is shown dorsally. The principal
and medial divisions of the inferior olive (IOP and IOM), and the visible loop ( lO t o o p ) , are
located, with the lateral reticular nucleus (LRN), ventral to the VRC. The axis (top) is
reproduced from brainstem atlas for newborn mice; preBOtC-surface and VRC-surface
slices are shown with reference images.
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identified by the appearance of dorsomedial cell column and principal lateral loop of
the inferior olivary (10) nucleus, and the area postrema, at which point the fourth
ventricle opens to the obex.
In contrast, the geometry of the second slice type exposed a rostrally
adjacent region of the ventral respiratory column (VRC). The rostral surface of this
slice type was located at least 100 pm rostral to the preBotC (i.e., a VRC-surface
slice, Fig. 2.1). In these slices, the dorsal part of the principal loop of the IO reaches
the midline while its ventral part intersects with the dorsal IO. These slices were
calibrated online according to a respiratory brainstem histology atlas for newborn
mice (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011). Slice geometry was subsequently confirmed after
the experiment via anatomical processing (see details below).
Experiments were carried out in three steps by Ablator software package as
described in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.2). Rhythmically active inspiratory neurons were
detected via fluorescent Ca2+ imaging combined with the iterative threshold-crossing
analysis and additional layers of rhythmicity evaluation (Chapter 1 Methods).
Ablations were performed using the Tiisapphire laser to spot-scan cell targets with
800-nm pulses at maximum intensity until each target was vaporized (Chapter 1
Methods).
We measured XII burst amplitude, cycle period, and coefficient of variation
(CV) using Chart software (ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO) and custom
Python scripts. Most measurements were compared for pre- and post-lesion
conditions. Each data set was tested for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk test. We
rejected the null hypothesis that the data were drawn from a normal distribution if the
p-value was less than alpha 0.05. Data that could be considered normally distributed
were compared using two-tailed unpaired t-tests, whereas data that did not conform
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to the normal distribution were compared using non-directional (two-tailed) MannWhitney U- tests. XII burst area, amplitude, cycle period, and CV are reported in the
Results section with standard error (i.e., mean ± SEM). Discrete cell counts
(pertaining to the number of cells detected or the number of cells lesioned) are
reported according to the mean and standard deviation (i.e., mean ± SD) because
the SD conveys a more accurate sense of the range of cell counts. Both SEM and
SD are reported in Tables 1 and 2 for cell counts.
We computed a regularity score (Rn) to assess cycle-to-cycle changes in the
respiratory period in vitro. Rn was defined as the quotient of period of the present
cycle (Tn) with respect to the mean cycle period for the previous M cycles (Tn-M, ...,
Tn-i). We set M=10. The final expression for Rn is:

R n = T n / ( Z ( T n . M , ... , T n - l ) / M ) , M=10.

Rn value of 1 nominally indicates perfect regularity with respect to the
preceding M cycles; Rn of 2 would be a burst cycle twice as slow as the preceding
epoch, and so on. Rn is advantageous because it not only provides a metric of
fluctuation, but also shows whether the fluctuations are tending toward longer (Rn>1)
or shorter (Rn<1) cycle periods.
We used an online calibrated atlas of the neonatal mouse respiratory
network to verify the respiratory brain stem structures retained at the rostral face of
each slice preparation (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011). Slices were subject to a more
rigorous off-line analysis after each experiment using the following procedure. The
slice was placed into fixation solution composed of 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate buffer (1:2 mixture of 0.1 M NaH2PC>4 + 0.1 M Na2HPC>4 in double-distilled
deionized water, pH = 7.2) for at least 1 hour. The slice was then rinsed in phosphate
buffer for 2 min, washed in de-ionized distilled water (dH 2 0 ) briefly thereafter and
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transferred onto a glass slide. Then the slice was submerged for 60-75 s in staining
solution containing 1% thionin acetate, 0.1 M sodium acetate trihydrate, and 0.1 M
acetic acid. Afterwards, stained slices were consecutively washed with dhteO (30 s),
50% ethanol (1 min), 70% ethanol (1 min), 50% ethanol (1 min), and phosphate
buffer (10 min). Finally, washed slices were transferred to a Petri dish in phosphate
buffer and photographed via digital CCD (Infinity 1-2M, 2.0 Megapixel, Lumenera,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) through a stereomicroscope (EMZ-8TR, magnification 45x,
Meiji Techno America, Santa Clara, CA). Each slice preparation was classified as
either a VRC-surface or preBotC-surface based on neuroanatomical landmarks (Fig.
2.1 illustrates some characteristic features that differentiate the VRC-surface and
preBotC-surface slices). Slices with ambiguous structures were discarded.

2.3. Results
Breathing-related neurons form a ventral respiratory column (VRC) that begins at the
caudal pole of the facial nucleus (VII) and spans past the spinomedullary junction
into the cervical spinal cord. Contiguous respiratory nuclei serve different functions.
The preeminent rhythmogenic role for the inspiratory phase of breathing is attributed
to intemeurons within the bilaterally distributed preBotC (Feldman & Del Negro 2006;
Smith et al. 1991; Gray et al. 2001; Tan et al. 2008; Ren & Greer 2006). Transverse
slice preparations that capture the preBotC generate inspiratory-related rhythms in
vitro that are measurable as motor output from the hypoglossal (XII) nerve rootlets
(Smith et al. 1991; Janczewski & Feldman 2006) (Fig. 2.2A).
We sought to interrogate network properties in the preBotC by deleting its
constituent intemeurons, one cell at a time, while monitoring network function via the
XII nerve. As described in Chapter 1, our setup consists of one master computer that
controls a Ti:sapphire long-wavelength laser, a laser-scanning microscope, and a
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robotic xy stage control system, while another workstation that is time-synced to the
master monitors preBotC network activity continuously via XII recordings (Fig. 1.1).
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Figure 2.2 Inspiratory neurons in the preBCtC. (A) Rhythmically active neurons identified
bilaterally by imaging. Whole-cell recording (upper trace) with XII motor output (lower
trace). (B) Mask of targets showing inspiratory (red) and non-inspiratory neurons (blue)
for focal planes (from -20 to -50 pm shown here). (C) 3D reconstruction of detected
targets for focal planes from -20 to -50 pm, where each inspiratory neuron is represented
by a single point at the soma.

Detecting and ablating inspiratory neurons in the preBotC and ventral
respiratory column
We implemented two cutting strategies to prepare transverse slices that both retain
the preBotC and expose inspiratory-modulated neurons at the slice surface (Fig.
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2.1). The geometry of the first slice type exposed the VRC at least 100 pm rostral to
the preBotC (i.e., a VRC-surface slice), whereas the second type exposed the
preBotC at its rostral face (i.e., a preBdtC-surface slice, Fig. 2.1). These slices were
calibrated online according to a respiratory brainstem histology atlas for newborn
mice (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011). After cutting, slices were incubated with the Ca2+sensitive indicator Fluo-8 AM to detect rhythmic inspiratory activity. We were able to
image to a depth of 80 pm using Ti:sapphire laser pulses in both slice types.
Synaptic inhibition is not essential for rhythmogenesis in vitro, but it influences the
amplitude of XII motor output (Ritter & Zhang 2000; Kuwana et al. 2006). Therefore,
we added 5-pM strychnine and picrotoxin to the ACSF prior to starting the detection
phase so that XII output would be insensitive to the effects of laser-ablating inhibitory
neurons (Winter et al. 2009; Ruangkittisakul et al. 2009) during the subsequent
ablation phase.
Inspiratory-modulated neurons could be identified automatically by Ablator
(see details in Chapter 1 Methods, Detecting and lesioning neuron targets).
Detection was repeated bilaterally at all resolvable depths (Fig. 2.2B, only four focal
planes on each side of the preBotC are shown in this panel). Inspiratory neurons
occupied a roughly circular region 150-200 pm in diameter in the ventrolateral
margins of the slice, which is characteristic of nuclei throughout the VRC, including but not limited to - the preBotC (Fig. 2.2A).
PreBotC-surface slices showed on average 9±5 (mean ± SD) rhythmic
neurons per 10-pm plane per side (n=5 slices). VRC-surface slices showed on
average 12±9 inspiratory neurons per plane per side (n=8 slices). This difference
was not statistically significant (p=0.2, Mann-Whitney U-test, Fig. 2.3, Tables
2.1,2.2).
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Figure 2.3 Average number of inspiratory neurons detected at each acquisition depth in
both VRC-surface slices and preBdtC-surface slices. (A) Number of inspiratory neurons
detected per 10-pm focal plane per side in preBOtC-surface slices from z=0 (surface) to
z=-80 pm. See Table 2.1 for numerical values. (B) Number of inspiratory neurons
detected per 10-pm focal plane per side in VRC-surface slices from z=0 to z=-80 pm.
See Table 2.2 for numerical values. The number of inspiratory neurons detected per focal
plane per side are shown individually for each individual experiment with gray circles. The
mean ± SD for all experiments are shown with black lines and square symbols.

Table 2.1 Number of inspiratory neurons detected per 10-pm plane per side in n=5
preBdtC-surface slices. Corresponds to Fig. 2.3A.

Mean

6.6

6.6

10.0

12.9

11.0

10.2

8.0

7.5

8.0

9.2

SD

4.5

4.6

3.8

7.0

5.4

6.4

3.9

4.3

5.8

5.4

SEM

1.6

1.6

1.3

2.2

1.9

2.1

1.4

1.5

2.6

0.6

Max

13

18

17

25

21

24

13

13

16

25

Min

1

3

3

4

5

3

2

2

2

1

Table 2.2 Number of inspiratory neurons detected per 10-pm plane per side in n=8
VRC-surface slices. Corresponds to Fig. 2.3B.
m

Mean

5.2

9.5

14.8

15.8

15.8

13.3

12.6

9.7

7.9

11.7

SD

3.5

5.1

8.2

10.6

8.8

8.4

10.1

11.0

8.4

9.1

SEM

0.9

1.3

2.0

2.7

2.2

2.1

2.5

2.8

2.2

0.8

Max

15

22

33

43

31

34

39

39

35

43

Min

1

2

5

5

4

3

2

1

1

1
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Following the detection phase, inspiratory neurons were randomly selected
from the 3D collection of targets (e.g., Fig. 2.2C) and subjected to laser-ablation, one
cell at a time. The Ti:sapphire laser was focused on the target and then scanned
over a 110 pm2 sub-region at the center of the ROI with 800-nm pulses at full
intensity, while acquiring an image in the band 560-615 nm. The lesion was
confirmed by analyzing the acquired image (see details in Chapter 1 Methods,
Detecting and lesioning neuron targets). Ablator obtained lesion confirmation
91±1% of the time over all experiments (n=2331 lesion attempts in n=13 slices).
During any experiment, only confirmed lesions were added to the tally. After each
ablation the system randomly selected another target and attempted another lesion.
Since the preBotC is bilaterally distributed, the specimen stage was left-right
alternated after every 50th lesion. The system looped between target selection and
laser ablation until the whole 3D set of targets was exhausted on both sides. We
continuously monitored the XII nerve output to evaluate changes in respiratory
network function.
Ablation o f inspiratory neurons from the ventral respiratory column
Prior to lesioning, VRC-surface slices and preBotC-surface slices (Fig. 2.1) function
indistinguishably from the standpoint of XII motor output because both slices retain
the necessary and sufficient medullary circuits to generate spontaneous respiratory
rhythms in vitro (Janczewski & Feldman 2006; Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011). However,
these two cutting strategies expose different respiratory circuits at the rostral face of
the slice. VRC-surface slices expose respiratory neurons rostral to the preBotC, in a
region that includes the Botzinger complex (BotC) (Barnes et al. 2007; Ptak et al.
2009), which is not associated with inspiratory rhythmogenesis. We hypothesized
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that cumulative ablation of VRC inspiratory neurons at the level of the BotC would
not affect cycle period or stop rhythmogenesis.
We cumulatively ablated an average of 192±80 inspiratory neurons in VRCsurface slices (n=8 slices, Fig. 2.4A). The magnitude of the XII output always
measured £50% of its control amplitude during the entire ablation phase (Fig. 2.5A).
On average, the XII motor amplitude measured 76±7% of control during the post
lesion epoch (32 min of continuous recording following the final target ablation, Fig.
2.5B). The respiratory cycle period did not change significantly during the ablation
phase or during the post-lesion epoch (Fig. 2.5C,D). Cycle period measured 5.2±0.3
s during the pre-lesion epoch (the period of time from the end of the detection phase
to the beginning of the ablation phase) and 4.3±0.3 s during the post-lesion epoch
(p=0.07, t-test). Additionally, the coefficient of variation (CV) of pre-lesion periods
was not significantly different from post-lesion periods (pre-lesion CV=0.41±0.04;
post-lesion CV=0.33±0.04, p=0.13, t-test, Fig. 2.5E). The regularity score (Rn), which
measures cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in period, settled at ~1 after the ablation phase,
which implies nominally perfect regularity (e.g., Fig. 2.4A). These data show that
cumulative ablation of inspiratory neurons outside of the preBotC does not perturb or
stop spontaneous respiratory rhythms in vitro, although the amplitude of XII motor
output declines.

Ablation of inspiratory neurons in preB&tC
The outcome was different in preBotC-surface slices (n=5 slices, Fig. 2.4B).
Cumulative single-cell laser ablations decreased the amplitude of XII output as well
as respiratory frequency (Fig. 2.5A-D), and ultimately stopped the rhythm altogether
(Figs. 2.4B.2.6A). During the ablation phase in preBotC-surface slices, the
amplitude of XII motor output declined 0.6% per neuron deleted, whereas in VRC65
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Figure 2.4 Cumulative deletion of inspiratory neurons. (A-B) The x-axis is a timeline. The
y-axis plots XII amplitude (normalized units, top), respiratory period (middle), and
regularity score (Rn) (bottom). The respiratory period axis is continuous (0-400 s) but
plotted with two scales. Major ticks are separated by 5 s from 0-25 s, and thereafter
major ticks are plotted in 100 s divisions from 26-400 s. Period and regularity axes plot a
data point for every instantaneous period measured. The recording in B stops after 10
min of XII quiescence. (A) Ablating inspiratory neurons in a VRC-surface slice
preparation. (B) Ablating inspiratory neurons in a preBOtC-surface slice preparation with
SP injection (right red triangle).
surface slices it declined 0.16% per neuron deleted, which was significantly different
(p=0.001, Mann-Whitney IMest, n=8 vs. n=5 slices tested, Fig. 2.5A). The amplitude
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of XII motor output of preBotC-surface slices declined to 37±7% of control during the
post-lesion epoch, which was significantly greater than the XII decline measured
similarly post-lesion in VRC-surface slices (p=0.002, t-test, Fig. 2.5B).
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(** indicates statistical significance at p=0.008). (E) Mean CV for pre- and post-lesion
epochs (* indicates statistical significance at p=0.02).
The respiratory cycle period increased during the course of lesioning with
respect to the percent of total neurons lesioned (Fig. 2.5C). The cycle period also
continued to increase after lesion targets were exhausted (reaching 120-200 s Figs.
2.4B,2.6A). The mean period for the post-lesion epoch was 25±12 s, which
compared to 3.4±0.4 s pre-lesion, was statistically significant (p=0.008, MannWhitney U-test, Fig. 2.5D). Post-lesion periods formed a unimodal long-tail
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distribution without exhibiting discrete jumps in periodic activity, i.e., quantal slowing
(Ren & Greer 2006). There was also a statistically significant change in the CV for
cycle period, which measured 0.5±0.1 pre-lesion and 1.3±0.3 during the post-lesion
epoch (p=0.02, Mann-Whitney U-test, Fig. 2.5E). Unlike VRC-surface slices in which
cycle period re-established regularity after the ablation phase, preBotC-surface slices
showed large cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in period that are reflected in Rn
measurements in the range of 1-9 after the ablation phase (Fig. 2.4).
On average, the confirmed deletion of 120±45 preBotC neurons (mean ± SD)
resulted in rhythm cessation 32±2 min (mean ± SEM) after the final cell ablation. We
continued to monitor XII activity to confirm that rhythm never recovered
spontaneously within a 2-3 hours range (n=5).

Transiently rescuing rhythmic, but irregular, preB&tC activity
The data in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 suggest that the cumulative deletion of inspiratory
neurons in preBotC-surface slices had a profound effect on XII output and caused a
catastrophic change in the CPG that degraded and destabilized its rhythmogenic
capability. However, another explanation could simply involve a loss of excitatory
drive to the rhythmogenic core in preBotC-surface slices because of the ablation of
rhythmic neurons that support CPG function via neuromodulation. This potential
explanation could be supported by the fact that rhythm cessation never occurred
during a bout of lesions in preBotC-surface slices but after a slow decay of XII
amplitude, frequency, and regularity post-lesion (Fig. 2.4B). Monoaminergic and
peptidergic projections ordinarily maintain excitability in the preBotC and exogenous
substance P (SP) has widely been used to boost preBotC excitability transiently by
acting on the core population of NK1R-expressing rhythmogenic intemeurons (Ptak
et al. 2009). Monoaminergic and peptidergic neurons also receive feedback
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projections from the preBotC, which endows them with respiratory rhythmicity and
makes them susceptible to loss of input due to the cumulative laser ablation protocol.
To test the idea that sequential lesions simply reduce preBotC excitability, we
injected a bolus of SP into the preBotC after the respiratory cycle period exceeded
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120 s, which we empirically determined was a reliable benchmark of a slice that,
without SP injection, would cease rhythmic function within 5-10 min (e.g., Fig. 2.6A).
Slices bathed in 9 mM K+ ACSF normally discharge XII bursts with a cycle
period of ~5 s. In n=4 un-lesioned preBotC-surface slices that served as controls,
bolus injection of 1 mM SP transiently lowered the average cycle period to 2.2±0.2 s
(mean ± SEM, computed for 25 consecutive XII bursts); period remained below 5 s
for 13±1 min (Fig. 2.6B). In n=5 lesioned preBotC-surface slices, bolus SP injection
revived activity transiently (Figs. 2.4B.2.6C). The average cycle period was 1.8±0.2
s (mean ± SEM, computed for 10 consecutive XII bursts); period remained below 5 s
for 5±1 min. Judged by the duration that the cycle periods remained less than 5 s,
the effect of SP was significantly shorter in lesioned preBotC-surface slices
compared to un-lesioned ones (p=0.002, t-test, Fig. 2.6B,C). Furthermore, lesioned
preBotC-surface slices did not continue rhythmic output indefinitely after the effects
of the SP injection subsided, whereas un-lesioned controls maintained rhythmicity for
4-6 hours. More importantly, the SP-revived rhythmic activity in lesioned preBotCsurface slices was irregular, whereas un-lesioned controls maintained nearly perfect
regularity scores post-SP injection (Fig. 2.6D). Together, these observations suggest
that NK1R-expressing neurons in the preBotC core of lesioned slices still form a
network that can generate irregular cycles if suitably modulated, but this network
cannot sustain regular rhythmogenesis.
For those measurements that were compared for pre- and post-lesion
conditions previously, we defined the pre-lesion epoch as the period of time from the
end of the detection phase to the beginning of the ablation phase (~30 min) and the
post-lesion epoch as 32 min of continuous data after the final cell lesion of the
ablation phase. The duration for post-lesion epoch was chosen because it represents
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the average time preBotC-surface slices remained active post-lesion. That is,
lesioned preBotC-surface slices showed a progression to longer cycle periods during
and after the ablation phase, and ultimately cease functioning after the ablation
phase when the cycle period reached 120 s. This outcome generally occurred 32 min
after the final single-cell ablation on average (n=5 preBotC-surface slices).

2.4. Discussion
Laser ablation has been applied to study locomotor networks. In zebrafish cyan (488nm) laser exposure for 10-12 min photoablated reticulospinal neurons by augmenting
the toxicity of indicator dyes, revealing specific roles for Mauthner cells and their
homologs in short-latency escape behaviors (Liu & Fetcho 1999). Ultraviolet lasers
(-400 nm) were used in C. elegans to investigate locomotion, chemotaxis, and
mechanosensation (Bargmann & Avery 1995). Cell killing required several minutes of
laser exposure and often damaged surrounding tissues. In zebrafish and C. elegans
prior knowledge of cell locations was required to ablate the targets manually. The
system we developed (Chapter 1) does not require a priori knowledge of target cell
locations. The map of targets is generated online and measurable cell function is the
principal selection criterion. Laser ablation is fast too; each lesion can be
accomplished in 2-16 s. These features are important for applicability in mammalian
networks where there may be hundreds of cell targets, and aside from general
neuroanatomical guidelines, the specific map of targets is unknown beforehand.
Viral transfection can be used to silence neuron populations (Lechner et al.
2002).

Knock-out mice, or conditional knock-outs, also remove cell classes

wholesale rather than piecewise (Jackson & Abbott). These techniques operate at
the whole-population level and have proven helpful in answering questions regarding
which cells generate a particular behavior. However, such techniques do not allow
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cellular-level quantitative analyses of lesion effects on behavior. Similarly, the toxin
saporin causes graded cell destruction over several days, but it is impossible to keep
a running tally of cell destruction in vivo while monitoring behavioral changes (Gray
et al. 2001; McKay et al. 2005; Mantyh et al. 1997). We developed the present
system for slices that retain behaviorally relevant function and expose CPG
interneurons. Single-cell ablations elicit real-time feedback to address the question
how many neurons contribute to sustaining network function? Understanding the
robustness of network behavior when constituent nodes are attacked is a crossdisciplinary problem in the science of networks (Barabasi 2003; Newman et al. 2006;
Callaway et al. 2000; Albert et al. 2000) with obvious ramifications for circuits in the
brain.
In both slice types the amplitude of XII output decreased as a function of
lesion tally. Nevertheless, the XII amplitude decreased more in preBotC-surface
slices, which suggests that the preBotC has some premotor function and does not
perform a purely rhythmogenic clock-like function. This conclusion is consistent with
whole-cell recordings demonstrating that excitatory drive from the preBotC is
conserved in XII premotor circuits (Koizumi et al. 2008).
Respiratory period and CV increased in preBotC-surface slices as the lesion
tally increased. Cycle period and CV did not show similar changes in VRC-surface
slices. We conclude that respiratory period and its regularity are directly related to
the number of rhythmogenic neurons in the preBotC. However, the cycle period
continued to lengthen after the lesioning stopped, with rhythm cessation occurring
after ~30 min. What causes this delay? Ablating a glutamatergic neuron removes
AMPA receptor-mediated input from its synaptic partners, but also removes the input
mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptors
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(mGluRs) that regulate

phosphoinositide intracellular signaling and maintain robust function of inspiratory
burst-generating conductances. Intracellular pharmacology experiments have shown
that antagonists of the phosphoinositide signaling system can take 20-40 minutes to
attenuate excitability and burst generation (Crowder et al. 2007; Pace et al. 2007).
Therefore, the delayed effects of cumulative single-cell laser ablations on cycle
period are attributable, at least in part, to the rundown of phosphoinositide signaling
after removal of mGluR-mediated drive.
The present results support the hypothesis that laser ablations destroy a
critical mass of the preBotC core that precludes rhythm generation. As an additional
metric to assess the post-lesion state of the CPG, we exploited previous evidence
that SP excites NK1R-expressing preBotC neurons to boost respiratory activity (Gray
et al. 1999). Lesioned preBotC-surface slices exhibited irregular SP-evoked rhythms
that were unsustainable (Fig. 2.6C,D). We conclude that the cumulative serial
ablation leaves the respiratory CPG irreparably damaged.
As a consequence, this study provides a novel measurement that can help
quantify network properties of the preBotC: the destruction of 120±45 inspiratory
neurons stops the spontaneous respiratory rhythm irreversibly in vitro. An important
consideration is that neuroanatomical evidence shows that approximately half of the
neurons in the preBotC are inhibitory, either glycinergic or GABAergic, and half are
glutamatergic (Winter et al. 2009; Gray et al. 2010). Glutamatergic transmission is
obligatory for rhythmogenesis in vitro (Wallen-Mackenzie et al. 2006; Funk et al.
1993), whereas inhibitory transmission is not (Feldman & Smith 1989; Brockhaus &
Ballanyi 1998). Synaptic inhibition nonetheless regulates the amplitude of XII motor
output (Ren & Greer 2006; Ritter & Zhang 2000). To focus on the role of
glutamatergic neurons, we performed these experiments in the presence of
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picrotoxin and strychnine. Disinhibition conditions ensured that deleting inhibitory
neurons would not affect the XII output. Inspiratory neurons express both excitatory
(Gray et al. 2010; Guyenet et al. 2002; Stometta et al. 2003; Bouvier et al. 2010) and
inhibitory (Kuwana et al. 2006; Winter et al. 2009) transmitters, but it is not possible
to differentiate the two phenotypes based on Ca2+ transients in rhythmically active
slices. Therefore, approximately half of the targets in our experiments are
presumably inhibitory and should be discounted from the lesion tally. We conclude
that deleting 60±23 glutamatergic neurons (mean ± SD) stopped respiratory
rhythmogenesis in vitro.
From the number of inspiratory neurons detected per imaging plane, we may
estimate the population of the preBotC core by extrapolating through the volume of
the preBotC and correcting for the fraction of cells that are inhibitory. We detected
the highest number of inspiratory neurons in the preBotC at -30 pm (13 per side,
Table 2.1). Therefore, we assume that, on average, fewer than 13 neurons were
detected at superficial levels due to slicing-related tissue damage, and that fewer
than 13 neurons were detected at deeper levels due to limited dye penetration and
scattering of laser pulses (Svoboda & Yasuda 2006). Even if technical limitations
prevented their detection, we assume an average uniform density of 13 inspiratory
neurons per 10-pm per side in the preBotC, which occupies 250-pm in the
rostrocaudal axis, bilaterally (Ruangkittisakul et al. 2006; Ruangkittisakul et al. 2011;
Gray et al. 2010). Thus we calculate 650 inspiratory neurons comprise the preBotC.
If half are inhibitory (Winter et al. 2009; Gray et al. 2010), then the rhythm-generating
glutamatergic core contains 325 intemeurons.
These data and calculations imply that destroying 18% (60/325) of the
preBotC core, with the 95% confidence intervals of 4% (14/325) to 33% (106/325),
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stopped the respiratory rhythm. Because bolus injection of SP evoked a transient
sequence of XII bursts, connectivity among core neurons must still exist. As a
consequence, we conclude that the lesion procedure did not destroy the respiratory
rhythm-generating network per se, but destroyed enough of it to preclude sustainable
and stable rhythmic function in vitro. It may be possible to restore some functionality
to a lesioned preparation by exploiting the remaining un-lesioned neurons and their
connectivity, but to attempt to do so is beyond the scope of the present study.
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CHAPTER 3. Cumulative lesioning of genetically defined
respiratory interneurons disrupts and precludes motor
rhythms in v itro

3.1. Introduction
Breathing in mammals depends on neural rhythms that emanate from the preBotC.
Respiratory rhythm generation in the preBotC depends on glutamatergic neurons, as
well as neurons that express neuropeptides and peptide receptors (Gray et al. 1999;
Gray et al. 2001; Wallen-Mackenzie et al. 2006; Tan et al. 2008). Moreover, neurons
with glutamatergic and peptidergic transmitter phenotypes, that also express peptide
receptors, form a superset of neurons from the same genetic lineage. Recent
findings demonstrated that homeobox gene Dbx1 controls the fate of glutamatergic
commissural interneurons in the hindbrain in mouse embryonic development, and
Dbx1-expressing progenitors give rise to intemeurons in preBotC that are necessary
for respiratory rhythm generation in vivo and in vitro (Bouvier et al. 2010; Gray et al.
2010). Furthermore, using transgenic reporter mice, our group showed that Dbx1+
neurons are inspiratory (i.e., rhythmically active in sync with inspiratory network
activity and motor output), and given that there are no other sources of glutamatergic
intemeurons in ventral medulla, these data suggest that Dbx1+ neurons are not
merely an important source of modulatory input that sustains excitability in the
preBotC but that these neurons make up its rhythmogenic core (Gray et al. 2010).
Characterization of Dbx1+ neurons at cellular level confirms that they express
rhythmogenic membrane properties (Picardo 2012). Discovering the developmental
origin and identity of the neurons constituting a CPG is crucial for understanding the
general principles of neural circuit formation (and function). However, quantifying the
neuron populations in a well defined neural network and assessing the sensitivity of
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the network in the face of progressive cell loss is another key issue pertaining the
basic network properties and disease models.
In this chapter, we address the question by using transgenic reporter mice
Dbx1CreERT2;Rosa26MTomato and Dbx1+/CreERT2,Rosa26EYFP, in which Dbx1-derived
neurons express tdTomato and YFP fluorescent proteins, respectively. Reduced
slices are prepared as described above (see Chapter 1 Methods) to capture the
preBotC and retain the minimal inspiratory circuits that spontaneously generate
Active breathing-related activity in vitro. We apply the laser detection and ablation
approach we developed previously (see Chapter 1) to the preBotC to test the
hypothesis that cumulative destruction of the respiratory CPG core, which is
composed of Dbx1+ neurons, would cause graded deterioration in network motor
activity, and ultimate cessation of inspiratory motor behavior in vitro.
Based on extrapolations from experimental results in the previous study, we
predicted that deleting 60±23 glutamatergic neurons (mean ± SD) would stop
respiratory rhythmogenesis in vitro (see Chapter 2 Discussion). Given that Dbx1+
neurons are excitatory and comprise the rhythmogenic kernel of the preBotC , we
hypothesize that destruction of ~60 Dbx1+ will preclude the rhythmogenesis in vitro.

3.2. Methods
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at The College of William & Mary
approved all protocols. Transverse slice preparations (400-450 pm) from neonatal
(P0-P2) transgenic mice were dissected as described previously (Chapter 1
Methods).
Slices containing the preBotC were perfused with 27°C ACSF at 4 ml/min.
The external K+ concentration in the ACSF was raised to 9 mM and inspiratory motor
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output was recorded from XII nerve roots. Imaging and ablations were performed
using the automated laser detection and ablation system described previously
(Chapter 1 Methods).
We crossed Dbx1+/CreERT2 mice with Rosa26tdJomato and Rosa26EYFP Credependent (i.e., floxed) reporter mice to obtain DbxV/CreERT2,Rosa26tdTomaio and
Dbx1+/CreERT2,Rosa2&YFP pups. Tamoxifen administration to pregnant female mice on
the 10th day after the plug date produces fluorescent Dbx1+ neurons in ~50% of the
offspring. Under epifluorescence microscopy, a bilateral strip of Dbx1+ neurons can
be readily visualized in the preBotC and contiguous regions of the dorsomedial
medulla (Fig. 3.1A).
Two cutting strategies were implemented to prepare transverse slices that
both retain the preBotC and expose inspiratory-modulated neurons (Fig. 3.1 B) at the
slice surface as described previously (Chapter 2 Methods, Fig. 2.1). preBotCsurface slices and VRC-surface slices were calibrated according to the online
histology atlas for newborn mice and the geometry of slice was subsequently
confirmed after the experiment via anatomical processing (for details see Chapter 2
Methods).
Experiments were carried out in three steps by Ablator software as described
in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.2). The protocols described in Chapter 2 were followed, except
for the detection strategy. In this chapter, fluorescent Dbx1+ neurons were detected
via acquisition of high resolution planar images (Fig.

3

.IC 1-2), followed by application

of the iterative threshold-crossing analysis routine, and finally additional layers of
circularity and redundancy analysis (Chapter 1 Methods, Figs. 1.5,1.6) to produce
mask images for software identified neuron targets (Fig.

3 .ID 1.2 ).

Ablations were

performed by using the Ti:sapphire laser to spot-scan cell targets, which were
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Figure 3.1 Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC. (A) Bilateral expression of fluorescent Dbx1+
neurons from Dbx1CreERT2;Rosa26tdTomato mice by epifluorescence imaging. (B) Whole-cell
recording (upper trace, scale bar shows 40 mV) with XII motor output (lower trace, scale
bar shows 5 s). (C1.2) Planar images show preBOtC neurons expressing tdTomato (red)
from all focal planes (0-70 pm) on both sides of the preBotC.(Di-2 ) Mask of targets
showing software detected D bxl+ neurons. (E 1.2 ) 3D reconstruction of detected targets
for all focal planes, where each Dbx1+ neuron is represented by a single point at the
soma.
randomly selected from the 3D volume of the target pool (Fig.

3 .IE 1-2 ),

with 800-nm

pulses at maximum intensity until each target was vaporized, or the ablation
procedure was aborted after being deemed a failed lesion (see Chapter 1 Methods,

Fig. 1.9)
We measured XII burst amplitude, cycle period, and computed the regularity
score (see Chapter 2 Methods for Rn calculations) using Chart software
(ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO) and custom Python scripts. We define the
pre-lesion epoch (i.e., control epoch) as 30 minutes of continuous recording from the
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end of the detection phase to the beginning of the ablation phase and post-lesion
epoch as 30 minutes of continuous recording after the final target ablation.
Measurements were compared for un-lesioned versus lesioned conditions or preand post-lesion conditions. Each data set was tested for normality using a ShapiroWilk test. We rejected the null hypothesis that the data were drawn from a normal
distribution if the p-value was less than alpha 0.05. Data that could be considered
normally distributed were compared using two-tailed unpaired t-tests, whereas data
that did not conform to the normal distribution were compared using non-directional
(two-tailed) Mann-Whitney U-tests. XII burst amplitude and cycle period are reported
in the Results section with standard error (i.e., mean ± SEM). Discrete cell counts
(pertaining to the number of cells detected or the number of cells lesioned) are
reported according to the mean and standard deviation (i.e., mean ± SD) because
the SD conveys a more accurate sense of the range of cell counts.

3.3. Results
As stated previously in Chapter 2, both slice cutting strategies preserve the sufficient
medullary circuits in the preparation for generating respiratory rhythms in vitro.
Therefore, no distinct difference in network functionality can be gleaned from the
features of XII motor output. However, VRC-surface slices are prepared to expose
respiratory neurons rostral to the preBotC region, which are typically not associated
with inspiratory rhythmogenesis. In contrast, inspiratory rhythmogenic intemeurons
can be detected directly at the rostral face of preBotC-surface slices (Fig. 3.2A).
Thus, we hypothesized that serial deletion of Dbx1+ neurons in VRC-surface slices
would not disrupt inspiratory rhythm generation, whereas even less Dbx1+ neuron
destruction in the ventral medulla of preBotC-surface slices could impede the normal
rhythmogenesis in vitro.
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Deleting Dbx1* neurons from the ventral respiratory column
On average, we detected and ablated 746±223 Dbx1+ neurons in VRC-surface slices
(n=4, Fig. 3.2B). The amplitude of the XII motor output always measured >50% of its
control during the ablation phase. On average, the XII output measured 78±11% at
the end of the ablation phase (Fig. 3.3A) and maintained 71±11% of control
amplitude during the post-lesion epoch. Respiratory cycle period did not change
significantly during the ablation phase (Fig. 3.3B) or during the post-lesion epoch;
cycle period measured 3.9±0.3 s during the pre-lesion epoch and 4.1 ±0.4 s during
the post-lesion epoch (p=0.8, t-test). Furthermore, the CV of pre-lesion periods
(0.37±0.07) was not significantly different from the post-lesion CV (0.38±0.08)
(p=0.9, t-test). The regularity score (Rn), which measures fluctuations in cycle period,
settled at ~1 during the ablation phase (Fig. 3.3C), which implies nominally perfect
regularity. These data show that cumulative ablation of a mass of Dbx1+ neurons
outside of the preBotC does not perturb or stop respiratory CPG, although the
amplitude of XII motor output declines 20-30% on average.

Deleting Dbx1 neurons in preBdtC
+

The outcome was significantly different in preBotC-surface slices (n=5, Fig. 3.2C)
when ablating Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC. Cumulative destruction inside of the
preBotC decreased the amplitude of XII output as well as respiratory frequency
(Figs. 3.2C,3.3A-B), and ultimately stopped the rhythm (Fig. 3.2C). During the
ablation phase in preBotC-surface slices, the amplitude of XII motor output declined
0.9±0.3% per neuron deleted, whereas in VRC-surface slices it declined 0.03±0.01%
per neuron deleted (p=0.02, Mann-Whitney IMest). The amplitude of XII motor
output of preBotC-surface slices declined to 42±9% of control during the ablation
phase, which was significantly greater than the XII decline measured similarly during
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Figure 3.2 Cumulative deletion of Dbx1+ neurons. (A) Anatomy of slices that retain the
preBdtC. Para-sagittal view shows nuclei that comprise the VRC (see details in Fig. 2.1).
The axis (top) is reproduced from brainstem atlas for newborn mice; preBotC-surface and
VRC-surface slices are shown with reference images. (B-C) The x-axis is a timeline. The
y-axis plots XII amplitude (normalized units, upper) and respiratory cycle period (lower).
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are separated by 10 s from 0-20 s, and thereafter major ticks are plotted in 100 s
divisions from 21-200 s. Period axes plot a data point for every instantaneous period
measured. The recording in C stops after 5 min of XII quiescence. (B) Ablating Dbx1+
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Figure 3.3 Ablation effects on respiratory rhythm and XII amplitude. (A-B) Measurements
are displayed in light grey for preBotC-surface slices and dark grey for VRC-surface
slices. (A) XII amplitude vs. cumulative percent of total lesions. (B) Cycle periods vs.
cumulative percent of total lesions. A dashed exponential function is fit to the cycle period
data for preBotC-surface slices. (C) Rn vs. cumulative percent of total lesions. Rn binned
in 1% increments for lesioned VRC-surface slices (left, n=4) and lesioned preBOtCsurface slices (right, n=5). Values approaching one are increasing in regularity whereas
values greater than or less than unity are becoming more irregular.
lesioning in VRC-surface slices (p=0.03, Mann-Whitney U-test, Fig. 3.3A).
The cycle period increased during the course of lesioning (Figs. 3.2C,3.3B).
We force-terminated the ablation procedure when cycle period reached 120 s, since
our prior study (Chapter 2) indicated that a cycle period of 120 s was a bellwether of
a dying preBotC network (Fig. 2.6A). By arresting the ablations at the stage of first
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detection of a 120-s cycle period, we could attempt a rescue of network function with
SP before the preBotC completely perished (Hayes et al. 2012). Consequently, we
could not compare rhythmic activity post-lesion to its pre-lesion control state in
pre Bo tC -s ur fa c e

slices from

D b x 1 */CreBRT2\R o s a 2 6 tdTomat° and

D b x 1 +/

creERT2 f^osa2 ^YFP mouse pups. We compare measurements in the pre-lesion state
to rhythmic activity during the ablation phase instead. The period continuously
increased during the ablation phase with augmentation to 74±33 s measured at the
end of the lesioning, which compared to 4.3±0.6 s pre-lesion, was statistically
significant (p=0.02, Mann-Whitney L/-test, Fig. 3.3B). The average CV for cycle
period changed significantly as well from 0.36±0.03 pre-lesion to 0.7±0.04 during
ablation (p=0.009, Mann-Whitney U-test). Unlike VRC-surface slices that maintained
stable regularity (Rn~1) during the entire ablation phase, preBotC-surface slices
showed an exponential increase in period with large cycle-to-cycle fluctuations that
are reflected in Rn measurements in the range of 1-15 during lesioning (Fig. 3.3C).
On average, the confirmed deletion of 85±45 Dbx1+ neurons (mean ± SD) in
the preBotC ultimately resulted in rhythm cessation. We continued to monitor XII
activity to confirm that rhythm never recovered spontaneously within a 2-3 hour
range (n=5).

Attempted rescue: erratic evoked rhythms in preBotC-surface slices
The results shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that cumulative deletion of a small
fraction of Dbx1+ neurons in preBotC-surface slices had a destructive effect on the
respiratory CPG and degraded its rhythmogenic capabilities. In order to test whether
the remaining un-lesioned neurons in the CPG would be able to support functionality,
we stimulated the residual rhythmogenic core of the preBotC, which is marked by
NK1R expression (Gray et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2001; Guyenet & V\fong 2001;
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Stornetta et al. 2003; Pagliardini et al. 2005; Hayes & Del Negro 2007), before the
rhythmic function was completely broken down by ablation. As shown previously in
Chapter 2, we injected a bolus of SP into the preBotC immediately after the
respiratory cycle period exceeded 120 s, which was determined empirically as a
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reliable benchmark for a preBotC network headed inexorably toward rhythm
cessation (Hayes et al. 2012).
In four un-lesioned control slices with a mean cycle of 4.7±0.1 s, bolus
injection of 1 mM SP transiently lowered the cycle period to 3.2±0.1 s (mean ± SEM,
n=4, computed for 40 cycles), which remained below 5 s for 21 ±2 min. Interesting and in contrast to slices from WT mice (Chapter 2) - the transient injection of SP
ultimately caused a shift in the cycle period to 3.3±0.1 s, which persisted (Fig. 3.4A),
and was significantly accelerated compared to control (p=0.049, Mann-Whitney Utest). These data suggest that transient exposure to SP can cause a steplike
increase in the excitability of the rhythmogenic network, which makes it a useful
stimulus to try and revive a preBotC subject to laser ablation protocols (e.g., Fig.
3.2C).
In four lesioned slices, bolus SP injection revived rhythmic respiratory activity
transiently. The average cycle period was 1.7±0.2 s (mean ± SEM, computed for 40
cycles), which remained below 5 s for 3±1 min (Fig. 3.4B). We compared the
duration that cycle periods remained less than 5 s for lesioned slices with unlesioned slices. The SP effect was significantly shorter in lesioned preBotC-surface
slices (p=0.02, Mann-Whitney U-test). Furthermore, lesioned slices did not sustain
rhythmic output indefinitely after the effects of the SP injection subsided, whereas
un-lesioned controls maintained stable rhythmicity for 3-5 hours. More importantly,
the SP-evoked rhythmic activity was erratic and slowed down cycle by cycle,
whereas un-lesioned controls maintained nearly perfect regularity scores post-SP
injection (Fig. 3.4C). These data suggest that for a subpopulation of Dbx1+ preBotC
neurons that express NK1R, if suitably modulated, the remaining un-lesioned class
of neurons is still able to generate transient irregular cycles when the network is
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severely damaged by ablation, but the remaining core of Dbx1+ and NK1R* neurons
in the preBotC is incapable of sustaining regular rhythmogenesis.

3.4. Discussion
Here we show that destroying a small fraction of Dbx1+ interneurons in preBotC
leads irreversibly to rhythm cessation. In both slice geometries, the amplitude of XII
motor output decreased as a function of lesion tally. Consistent with our prior study
that ablated preBotC neurons in WT mice detected by Ca2+ imaging (Chapter 2), the
XII amplitude decreased significantly more in preBotC-surface slices (p=0,03, MannWhitney U-test, Fig. 3.3A). Moreover, an abrupt drop in the XII amplitude occurred
during the first 10% of lesion tally (amplitude quickly declined to 52±12% as the first
8.5±4.5 neurons deleted) in preBotC-surface slices, whereas amplitude degradation
in VRC-surface slices was gradual and slow. These data suggest that Dbx1+ neurons
comprise the normal rhythm generator in preBotC as well as circuits that influence
motor output. These Dbx1+ circuits are extremely sensitive to ablation, and removing
as few as <10 Dbx1+ neurons can immediately cause significant, deleterious effects
measurable at the system level in the integrated Xll’s burst amplitude. A parallel
study carried out in our lab recently showed that Dbx1+ neurons have smooth
unbranched dendrites that are largely confined to the transverse plane, and do not
extend the dendritic arbor in the rostral-caudal axis (Picardo 2012). These
anatomical data suggest that Dbx1+ neurons facilitate local synaptic integration (most
likely receiving synaptic input from other Dbx1+ neurons) and maintain strong
magnitude of synaptic input (Rail & Agon-Snir 1998). The local projections of Dbx1+
neurons also include the downstream integration of projecting Dbx1+ premotor
neurons (Koizumi et al. 2008). In this study, we report that XII motor output declined
0.9±0,3% per neuron deleted during the entire lesioning procedure and 6.5±2.4%
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during the first 10% of lesion tally. These numbers provide new evidence that
individual neuron deletions could have a direct effect on the final common path
because of synaptic divergence. If one ablated rhythmogenic Dbx1+ neuron has
several postsynaptic partners that are premotor neurons, and each of these premotor
neurons project to one XII motoneurons, then the loss of the original rhythmogenic
cell by laser ablation could conceivably reduce the respiratory drive to the XII motor
nucleus in measurable ways. Each laser ablation will also diminish the synaptic drive
to other rhythmogenic Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC, which could diminish synaptic
drive and XII motor output all the more. But why is the first 10% of lesioned neurons
cause the major decline in XII amplitude? It could be due to the diffusion of excitatory
residues (e.g. ATP) released during ablation. After a few deletions of the Dbx1+
neurons, excitatory residues were accumulated and started revealing effect on the
remaining inspiratory network. Purinergic excitation might be activated in the
preBotC involving neuron-glia interaction, which would in turn influence local network
excitation (Lorier et al. 2007; Lorier et al. 2008; Huxtable et al. 2010). The excitation
due to glial release of ATP may therefore compensate the lesion effects caused by
laser ablation somewhat during the rest of lesioning procedure.
The present results show that destruction of 85±45 Dbx1+ neurons in
preBotC stops the spontaneous respiratory rhythm irrevocably in vitro. Compared
with the prior study (Chapter 2), where we concluded that deleting 60±23
glutamatergic neurons would stop the respiratory rhythmogenesis in vitro, the current
number is a bit higher than predicted. Why do more Dbx1+ neurons have to be
deleted to preclude the motor function? One reason could be that we detected DbxT
premotor neurons in preBotC region. Previous studies have shown that Dbx1+
neurons can be found in a continuous line from the dorsomedial to ventrolateral
region of the transverse section (Bouvier et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2010; Fig. 3.1A),
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many Dbx1+ neurons lie within the intermediate region between the preBotC and the
XII nucleus, which is known to contain respiratory premotor neurons (Koizumi et al.
2008; Volgin et al. 2008). Although inspiratory premotor neurons are spatially
segregated from preBotC rhythm-generating neurons, there is still a little spatial
overlap between these two populations, i.e., approximately 7% of the premotor
neurons were found within preBotC (Koizumi et al. 2008). Furthermore, our group
found recently that Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC could be differentiated into two
subtypes in terms of basic membrane properties (Picardo 2012). Type-1 Dbx1+
neurons were identified as rhythm-generating candidates, whereas nonrhythmogenic type-2 Dbx1+ neurons were proposed to activate downstream from
Dbx1+ rhythmogenic neurons, and may play a premotor role in respiratory network
activity (Picardo 2012). These data from cellular level analyses of Dbx1+ neurons
and their membrane properties provide a reasonable explanation for the difference
between the predicted number and the actual number of Dbx1 lesions that were
needed to stop rhythmogenesis in the present set of experiments. In that regard we
consider the two numbers (60 vs. 85) to be consistent and thus continuing to support
our prior conclusion: destroying 18% of the preBotC core stopped the respiratory
rhythm in vitro.
One distinct difference between the two types of lesion experiments shown
respectively in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is that in present study, respiratory network
motor output degraded in a relatively faster rate with the benchmark of rhythm
cessation (cycle period > 120 s) occurred during the ablation procedure, whereas in
prior study (Chapter 2) the delayed benchmark in cycle period typically arose after a
~30-min rundown of the motor output post-lesion. The immediate lesion effects due
to the deletion of Dbx1+ neurons demonstrate that Dbx1-expressing intemeurons
comprise the respiratory rhythm-generating core and removal of a relatively small
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fraction of this glutamatergic core cause direct deleterious effect on network output,
and will ultimately result in rhythm cessation in vitro on a short-time scale.
Similarly, bolus injection of SP elicited a transient and irregular sequence of
XII bursts in lesioned preBotC-surface slices and thereafter the network activity fell
irreversibly silent (Fig. 3.4B). The present study shows stronger post-SP effects on
both un-lesioned and lesioned preBotC-surface slices (Fig. 3.4A-B) compared with
the previous results (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.6), these data suggest different membrane
properties of preBotC rhythmogenic interneurons in terms of responding to SP stimuli
between different animal models. Furthermore, since the lesioned slices were still
able to generate transient respiratory rhythms in response to SP application,
interconnections among Dbx1+ core preBotC interneurons must remain to some
extent. Consequently, in general agreement with the numerical conclusions (Chapter
2 Discussion), the present study tested the hypothesis that ataxic breathing, even
respiratory failure can be induced by destruction of a small fraction of Dbx1+
inspiratory neurons in the preBotC. We conclude that cumulative laser ablation of the
core population of the respiratory CPG can result in a critical threshold to be crossed
during lesioning, after which rhythmogenesis cannot be sustained in vitro.
Neurodegenerative diseases often present respiratory pathologies ranging
from sleep-disordered breathing to respiratory failure (Maria et al. 2003; Benarroch et
al. 2007; Ferguson et al. 1996; Punjabi et al. 2009). The loss of brainstem neurons
that express neuroanatomical characteristics consistent with the preBotC have been
associated with such pathologies (McKay et al. 2005; Benarroch 2003; Benarroch et
al. 2003). We determined that the loss of a critical mass of the preBotC core can stop
spontaneous rhythms without completely destroying the underlying network. These
results suggest that neurodegenerative disorders may manifest abnormal respiratory
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behavior, and potentially respiratory failure, even when relatively small fractions of
the respiratory networks that include the preBotC are destroyed during disease
progression. The model we present could be used to simulate disease etiology by
progressively lesioning a network so that it approaches the tipping point from a
nominally functional system to one that can no longer spontaneously function without
intervention. The network, thus lesioned in vitro, could be used to develop and
evaluate prevention and treatment strategies that bolster respiratory function.
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CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this dissertation has advanced our understanding of how
graded neuronal destruction perturbs the function of the respiratory CPG in the
preBotC of the ventral medulla, and how serial ablations in the preBotC may disrupt
the robustness of the network activities, and ultimately impede the respiratory
rhythmic function in vitro.
We developed an automated system for identifying neurons within tissue
slices and then individually laser-ablating these neuron targets on the basis of the
expression of genotypic fluorescent protein markers or Ca2+ imaging. We applied this
system to the mammalian respiratory CPG to test these predictions: 1) Serial
ablation of functionally or genetically defined inspiratory neurons perturbs the
frequency of respiratory rhythm and causes periodic irregularity; 2) The preBotC can
sustain rudimentary rhythm-generating function even with serial ablations that cause
profound cell loss; And 3) extensive ablations abolish respiratory rhythm generation.
In Ca2+-imaging experiments, we identified rhythmically active inspiratory
neurons in the preBotC based on imaged Ca2* fluorescent change. Our data show
that selectively and cumulatively deleting rhythmic neurons in the preBotC
progressively decreases respiratory frequency and the amplitude of XII motor output.
On average, the deletion of 120±45 neurons stopped spontaneous respiratory
rhythm, and our data suggest ~82% of the rhythm generating neurons remain unlesioned. Cumulative ablations in other medullary respiratory regions did not affect
frequency, but diminished the amplitude of motor output to a lesser degree. These
data suggest that cumulative single-cell ablations caused a critical threshold to be
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crossed during lesioning, after which rhythm generation in the respiratory network
was unsustainable. Moreover, when the lesioning of targets was sufficient for a
cessation of coherent rhythmic activity, we also tested whether any rhythmic activity
could be revived by applying an agonist of network excitability (SP) shortly after the
ablation phase terminated. The stimuli did transiently revive the rhythm but failed to
sustain it, which suggest that the lesion procedure did not destroy the network
function per se, but destroyed enough of the network to preclude sustainable and
stable rhythmic function in vitro.
A more specific prediction has been discussed in Chapter 2 where we
concluded that deleting 60±23 glutamatergic neurons (mean ± SD) stopped
respiratory rhythmogenesis in vitro. We tested this numerical conclusion by
performing laser ablation studies on genetically identified populations with a known
transmitter phenotype. We used genetic reporter mice to target known glutamatergic
Dbx1-derived neurons in the preBotC (Gray et al. 2010; Bouvier et al. 2010). Here
we showed that progressive destruction of Dbx1+ neurons in preBotC reveals similar
deleterious effects on network function as shown previously in Chapter 2 decreases in respiratory frequency and the amplitude of motor output. Moreover, our
data suggest that the deletion of 85±45 Dbx1+ neurons in preBotC causes severe
and irreversible damage to the rhythm-generating core and leads to ultimate rhythm
cessation in vitro.
We have discussed in Chapter 3 for why we empirically think the numerical
conclusions from two different types of experiments are correlated in terms of the
possibly involved premotor functions in preBotC. Furthermore, we assessed the
severely damaged respiratory CPG by injecting SP to rescue the rhythm when a
benchmark cessation in rhythm cycle periods occurred during the ablation, the
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stimuli effected an immediate and strong restoration in respiratory rhythm, but the
recovery was transient, and failed to sustain rhythmic function in the preBotC, as
shown before in Ca2+ imaging experiments (Chapter 2).
The consistency in experimental results between ablation of rhythmically
active inspiratory neurons and deletion of Dbx1+ neurons in the preBotC
demonstrates that when cumulative laser ablation destroys a critical mass of the core
of respiratory CPG, the lesioning procedure will cause rhythm cessations, and
ultimately failures, in respiratory rhythmogenesis in vitro. These data could provide
an estimate of the number of critical rhythmogenic neurons in the preBotC that are
necessary for normal inspiratory activity. However, the highly reduced nature of the
slice preparation, and the shifts in slice geometry that are needed to expose the
preBotC surface for imaging and ablation, as well as the lack of neuromodulatory
inputs in thin slices (Garcia et al. 2011; Doi & Ramirez 2008; Doi & Ramirez 2010;
Pena & Ramirez 2002), undoubtedly exert a strong - and as yet incompletely
understood - effect on the absolute number of rhythmogenic neurons that are
needed to sustain core functionality in the respiratory CPG.
The automated neuronal lesioning tool we developed will potentially help us
quantify how many constitute cells are necessary for maintaining behaviors,
respiration being the first application. In the preBotC, this still requires further
investigations to refine the current numerical conclusions, but we believe this ‘seekand-destroy’ cell-specific laser detection and ablation technique may be of great
value for studying similar rhythmic behaviors in vitro, such as locomotor pattern
generators in the spinal cord or masticatory networks of the hindbrain, as well as
other CPGs throughout the central nervous system.
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APPENDIX

Ablator-0.8.4:
This appendix describes the main structure of the Ablator package, and gives brief
descriptions of major scripts and modules. Underlined text is used to describe the
function of each setting, and the corresponding environment variables in the code
are described in blue text. Folder names are described in bold underlined text.

I)
1.

ablator
microscopecontrollers

1.1 LSMControl.py
This script interacts with the LSM microscopy software. It connects to the LSM core AIM.exe (located in c: \AIM\AIM.exe) to control the LSM software to automatically
carry out the experimental procedures, such as initiating the scan control window,
controlling the stage and focus, starting the image acquisition window, turning lasers
on, changing laser power, controlling scan speed, controlling the pinhole, creating
and opening new image data base, saving acquired images, closing window when
acquisition finished, setting image resolution, switching

configuration for specific

settings of mirrors and filters for the light path, and choosing other imaging options.
This script moves the cursor in the LSM software GUI and selects certain tab or
function buttons within the LSM interface to implement the lesion protocol.
1.2 LSMController.py
This script stores the default settings and pre-determined values for variables such
as scanSpeed, laserConfigurationName, laserConfigurationType, and resolution, for
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processes including initializing the microscope, creating a new image database for
the experiment, moving the Tcsapphire laser to target locations, acquiring time-series
images, acquiring single images, and saving acquired images to the database.
2.

stage

2.1 LabjackPython.py
LabJack U3 is a USB-based measurement and automation device that provides
analog as well as digital inputs and outputs. We use the LabJack U3 as an interface
between the master computer and the robotic X-Y translation stage system.
LabJackPython is the cross-platform module for communicating with the LabJack
U3. It is a python wrapper that implements functions from the LabJack driver.
2.2 StageConfiguration.py
It reads the X-Y inputs for setting the X-Y stage positions corresponding to the
domain of detection and ablation bilaterally, and saves the coordinates.
2.3 XYTranslator_control.py
This script controls the robotic X-Y microscope stage to locate the preBotC, the
nucleus containing putative target neurons in the present context, and then
XY Tr . » ns l dt or C o n t r o l

Figure A.1 Screenshot of the GUI launched by XYTranslator_Control.py routine.
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generates a convenient GUI that is used to specify the preBotC location bilaterally in
the transverse plane. Movements are made in unit of pm (Fig. A.1).
a. Move the specimen such that the preBotC (or other nucleus of interest) is in the
center of the field of view. Use GUI to set Position 1.
b. Move the contralateral preBotC (or other) to center of field of view. Use GUI to set
as Position 2.
2.4 XYTranslator.py
This script connects to the LabJack driver to control the speed and direction of the
actual movements of the X-Y translation stage.

3.

taraetdetectors

3.1 DynamicTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets.py
It is the standard control program for Ca2+ imaging. It defines the basic settings for
th e

experiment,

such

as

generalTrackConfigurationName,

generalTrackConfigurationType,

postLesionScanSpeed,

postLesionTrackConfigurationName, lastMovement, currentStagePosition, zrange
and stageConfiguration. It starts the acquisition of time-series images at each focal
plane on both sides of the preBotC. Thereafter it calls another program called
DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py (see below) to perform the automatic analyses for all the
acquired images, and then it rule out a final list of targets based on the analysis
results.
3.2 DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py
This script is the main program for analyzing the acquired time-series images, as
referenced above (see DynamicTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets.py). There are
three steps for getting the final list of the potential targets.
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a. The Frequency domain test evaluates whether a potential target neuron oscillates
in the respiratory band 0.15 - 0.5 Hz, see Chapter 1 Methods for more details.
b. The Threshold test evaluates whether the oscillation is of sufficient magnitude
using the threshold score (50 by default) to select high score targets. Also see

Chapter 1 Methods for more information.
c. The Peak Count Test applies a peak-count threshold of five (i.e., 5/min, set in
AblatorConfiguration.py) to count the number of amplitude peaks that cross the
pre-determined amplitude threshold in one time-series cycle (1-min in present
study). This test is meant to pick targets with sufficient high amplitude oscillations
in the appropriate frequency range to arrive at a final array of cell targets. The
amplitude threshold is determined by the experimenter beforehand based on a
series of tests. This threshold value can be very different among particular
experiments resulting from differences of dyes, loading protocols, animal models
and imaging settings. The experimenter should perform ‘Plot Z-axis Profile’ for a
number of ROIs in analyzed stack image to assess the signal-to-noise ratio based
on the current imaging settings, and then decide a proper threshold to collect the
oscillatory peaks while avoiding false positive peaks during the time-series
fluorescence oscillatory cycle. Note: If any modification is made to the image
processing settings, which are stored in variable thresholdDynamiclmage in
DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py, the experimenter should empirically re-evaluate the
amplitude threshold on a case-by-case basis.
3.3 StaticTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets.py
This script is the main program for target detection via YFP or td-Tomato
fluorescence images. It acquires a static image at the slowest speed (Speed = 1,
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Resolurion 512 x512) for each focal plane, then calls StaticlmageAnalyzer.py to
analyze the potential targets.
3.4 StaticlmageAnalyzer.py
It finds the potential targets based on fluorescence intensity of the cells, wherein
local maxima are a primary selection feature. See Chapter 1 Methods section for
more information.

4.

taraetselectors

4.1 BilateralTargetSelector.py
This script implements the default ablation strategy that randomly draws targets from
the 3D volume of the detected neurons.
4.2 ClosestToCentroidTargetSelector.py
This routine preferentially selects targets for ablation based on proximity to the
center of collected targets.
4.3 FileLoaderTargetSelector.py
This script loads the target list from a pre-generated file named “potentialTargets.txt”
in experiment directory, and then draws targets from the loaded list for random
ablation.
4.4 StrongestScoreTargetSelector.py
This script preferentially lesions the strongest rhythmically active targets first based
on the target scores from the threshold test for the relative peak power in the
specified f r equency

r ange

( descri bed

DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py).

5.

utils
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in C hapter 1 M ethods

and

5.1 FileUtils.py
This script creates the main directory and sub directories at start of the experiment. It
al so

col l ect s

i nf or mat i on

pe r t a i n i n g

to t he

lesion

pr ot ocol

from

lesioned_coordinates.txt, which lists the total number of targets and all the potential
target coordinates. This script also saves and the history files that describe the entire
experiment, including stage configuration files (stage.config, stage_history.txt),
potential targets file (potentialTargets.txt), lesion history file (lesion_history.txt), focus
history file (focus.txt) and experiment log file (log.txt).
5.2 FrequencyAnalyzer.py
This script is called by DynamiclmageAnalyzer.py to perform frequency domain
analysis. It defines windows and functions for calculating the power spectrum density
(PSD) based on Fourier analysis.
5.3 RoiDecoder.py
It detects ROIs, decodes the ImageJ ROI binary file format and saves all the ROIs
in .zip file.
5.4 Statistics.py
This script defines all the statistical processes and their application for target
detection and image analysis:
5.4.1

var: Returns the variance of the values in the passed list using N for the

denominator (i.e., for estimating population variance).
5.4.2 cv: Returns the coefficient of variation on a list of values.
5.4.3 mean: Returns the arithmetic mean of the values in the passed list.
5.4.4 median: Returns the median of the values in the passed list.
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5.4.5 ss: Squares each value in the passed list, adds up these squares and returns
the result.
5.4.6 stderr: Returns the estimated standard error of the mean of the values in the
passed list.
5.5 TargetUtils.py
Thi s

scri pt

l oads

t ar get s

from

t he

pre-generated

target

list file

(lesioned_coordinates.txt by default); sorts targets based on defined selection
protocol (random by default but see above for other strategies); and saves lesioned
target in lesion_history.txt in experiment directory.
6.

AblationConfiguration.py

This script establishes initial settings for the experiment. These critical settings for
the experiment are described in the narrative below.
6.1

Unilateral vs. bilateral lesions sets environment variable bilateralLesion = True

for the default, which is a bilateral lesion. This is the default because we assume
most applications will be applied in in vitro preparations with bilateral symmetry, for
example slices in the transverse or frontal planes. However, in vitro preparations in
the parasagittal plane would probably be lesioned unilaterally.
6.2

Tissue depth for detection and lesion specifies the z-depth of the confocal

planes for target selection bilaterally by setting environment variables for both sides:
POSITION_1_ZRANGE = [zi, z2], POSITION_2_ZRANGE = [z3,

z a ],

where Zj

indicates confocal plane depth in pm, as monitored by the scanning microscopy
software package, AIM for the LSM 510 system (Zeiss).
6.3

Experiment Identification provides an identification or name that will apply to

subdirectories and files created during the experiment by setting the environment
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variable experimentJd = "121210slice1lesion1"

Here, we use the convention

YYMMDD-slice#lesion#, in which the name in quotes refers to December 10, 2012,
slice 1, lesion set 1.
6.4

Nature of fluorescent labeling specifies whether target detection relies on

genetic XFP labeling, Ca2+ imaging, or another static fluorescent marker. Sets the
environment variable lesionType = “fluo-8” or “YFP” or “tdTomato” (or a user
generated alternative).
6.5

Target detection method. The environment variable targetDetectionClass

determines how targets are detected based on different acquisition strategies.
6.5.1

StaticTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets pertains to lesionType = YFP or

tdTomato.
6.5.2 DynamicTargetDetector_PrecalculatedTargets pertains to lesionType = fluo-8.
6.6

Ablation strategy. The environment variable targetSelectionClass determines

how targets are selected for laser ablation.
6.6.1

The default is "BilateralTargetSelector" for bilateral random target selection,

but the other alternatives (described above) include:
6.6.2

“ClosestToCentroidTargetSelector” which picks targets for ablation based on

proximity to center of the volume of detected targets, “FileLoaderTargetSelector”
where a text file can be used to specify some exact order for lesions, and
6.6.3 “StrongestScoreTargetSelector” in which targets can be preferentially selected
for ablation based on the magnitude of the fluorescence signal.
6.7 Lesion options. There are several variables for controlling the ablation phase.
6.7.1

lesionScanSpeed sets the initial velocity of laser scanning of the zoomed

lesion area. The default speed is 5, i.e. 1.95 s/frame.
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6.7.2 lesionZoom controls the digital zoom to concentrate laser scanning to a very
small plane for the purpose of laser lesioning a target. The default is 38, i.e. the
lesion area = 10.58 x 10.58 pm2.)
6.7.3

maxLesionTries specifies the number of attempts for each lesion before

moving on to next target. The default is 5. Setting this environment variable prevents
the protocol from looping endlessly in attempts to lesion the target.
6.7.4

switchSidesEveryXLesions sets number of lesions before switching to

alternative side. The default is 100.
6.8 Parameter setting for image processing. These variables specify the values for
parameters required in image analysis.
6.8.1

filterSlowestFrequency = 0.15. Adjustable by the user, this pertains to the

minimum oscillation frequency for dynamic target detection.
6.8.2

filterFastestFrequency = 0.5. Adjustable by the user, this pertains to the

maximum oscillation frequency for dynamic target detection.
6.8.3 gaussianBlurRadius = 0.5. This setting smoothes images to reduce the noise
during image processing step in both static and dynamic target detection. It is set to
0.5 by default, which is optimal for neonatal mouse brainstem images, but may be
different for different model organisms and/or other regions of the CNS, and could
depend on the nature of fluorophores used to visualize cell populations.
6.8.4 minNeuronSize = 25 (in pm2). This setting influences the ROI determination in
dynamic and static target selection routines.
6.8.5 maxNeuronSize = 100 (in pm2). This setting influences the ROI determination
in dynamic and static target selection routines.
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6.9 Optional management. To manually adjust some variables for a specific single
experiment, or try different conditions to re-detect targets:
6.9.1

skiplmageAcquisitions = False. This is set to false

by default, so that the

system will acquire, and then analyze images. If it is set to True, the re-running
Ablator.py will skip the image acquisition part, and go directly to the analysis phase
to re-analyze the pre-acquired images. This latter mode of operation is useful to
study the acquisition phase offline after the experiment.
6.9.2 stopAfterPreprocessing = True. This is set to True by default, in which case the
software is paused after the target acquisition phase, before the start of the ablation
phase.
6.9.3

alwaysRedetectTargets = False. This is set to False by default, if it is set to

True,

every time Ablator.py is started, the software looks for previously acquired

images in the defined directory and perform the image analysis on the prior data.
6.10 Optional break point. The protocol can be paused after 10 lesions (this number
of lesions can be adjusted by user) to allow for modifications of the protocol or the
physical instruments by setting breakAfterTen = True. Gives the user the prerogative
to modify the experiment after 10 lesions without needing to start acquisitions over
again.
6.11 Threshold for lesion detection. This setting is not often modified. The value of
the environment variable successfulLesionThreshold gauges whether a lesion
attempt was successful based on brightness of water vapor autofluorescence at the
target location. Default is 2000. See Chapter 1 Methods for further information
about how this operates during lesion confirmation.
7.

Ablatorlltils.py

This routine synchronizes the internal clocks between the master computer and the
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electrophysiology monitoring computer. It generates mask images for detected
potential targets and converts between pixel and micron coordinates so that the
master computer running the LSM software and ImageJ operate in the same
coordinates. This script also confirms lesion success; obtains ROI areas, checks ROI
“supersets” at each round of iteration, removes redundant ROIs, and then appends
the target coordinates list. Finally, this script controls stage alternations, and ensures
that targets on both bilateral sides of the target nucleus are fully exhausted. See

Chapter 1 Methods for further information on how ROIs are determined from the
acquired data.
7.1 synchronizeComputerTimes: this synchronizes the master computer’s time with
the Network Time Protocol (NTP) time server on the electrophysiology recording
computer.
7.2

thresholdAndAnalyzelmageDrift: this calibrates the analyzed images to get

potential target coordinates based on the calibration relationship of micron per pixel.
7.3

successfullyLesioned: gets the acquired fluorescent image for a single lesion

confirmation, calculates the max gray value of the image and compares it with
successfulLesionThreshold, which is predetermined in AblationConfiguration.py. If
the max gray value excesses the threshold, then the success of the ablation is
deemed “True”.
7.4

removeRedundantRois: this routine keeps the “supersets” of the ROI and

removes previously acquired, smaller ROIs that are contained in the superset ROIs.
7.5 otherStagePositionHasTargets: checks if any targets have been left un-lesioned
at either bilateral X-Y stage position.
7.6 switchToAlternateStagePosition: this switches the stage to alternative positions
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during

the

lesioning

based

on

the

value

that

was

preset

in

switchSidesEveryXLesions in AblationConfiguration.py.
8.

ImageJ.py

This script defines all the image processing procedures that are performed in Image
J. It sets initial values and appropriate parameters for each of the process as default
settings. These settings will be highly user specific depending on animal model, brain
or CNS region, cell type of interest, as well as fluorophores employed.
9.

Targets, py

This routine defines a class dubbed Target, and then saves a series of information
for each single ROI, such as its index number, position number (which side of the
preBotC it belongs to), 3D coordinates, and the peak amplitude score assessed by
the amplitude threshold test.

II)

data

This directory is the main path for storing all generated data directories.

III)

docs

This fold contains instructions and help documents for Ablator software.

IV)

ImageJ

This is the ImageJ directory that contains all required image processing features and
functions for image analyses during the detection and ablation phases. A certain
function such as a filter or a statistic measurement is called by other main routines
to perform the image transformation in ImageJ environment.

V)

tests
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This fold allows the user to save customized testing routines.

VI)

utils

This is the directory that can store any user defined tools or functions, currently it
contains some image analysis programs and statistic tools written by the
experimenter for data collation and detailed analyses.
VII)

Ablator.py

This is the main control program that calls all required subroutines described above
to realize the 3-step experimental protocol (see Chapter 1 Methods for more detail).
VIII) lesionSingleTarget.py
This is the control program that allows the software to specifically lesion a single cell
based on its 3D coordinate that was entered into the script by user.
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